























Local opers with two singularities: the case of sl(2)
Giorgia Fortuna, Davide Lombardo, Andrea Maffei, Valerio Melani
Abstract
We study local opers with two singularities for the case of the Lie algebra sl(2), and
discuss their connection with a two-variables extension of the affine Lie algebra. We prove
an analogue of the Feigin-Frenkel theorem describing the centre at the critical level, and
an analogue of a result by Frenkel and Gaitsgory that characterises the endomorphism
rings of Weyl modules in terms of functions on the space of opers.
Introduction
Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra, G be a complex algebraic group with Lie algebra
equal to g, and GL be the Langlands dual of G. Frenkel and Gaitsgory have put forward a
relationship between, on one side, the geometry of the “space” of GL-local systems on the
formal disc with a possible singularity in the origin, and on the other, certain categories of
representations of the affine Lie algebra ĝ equipped with an action of the loop group G(C((t)))
[7, 9, 8, 12, 10, 13, 11]. This connection, known as the local geometric Langlands correspond-
ence, is still largely conjectural, but some of the results it suggests have been completely
proved, for example in the “spherical” case [13, 11]. More recently, Dennis Gaitsgory pointed
Giorgia Fortuna in the direction of investigating the situation in which the relevant GL-local
systems are allowed to have more than one singular point. In this paper we begin to develop
this suggestion for the case of the Lie algebra sl(2).
Let us fix a coordinate t around the origin of the (formal) disc. We wish to consider
functions in the variable t, parametrised by a second variable a, having poles only at t = 0
and t = a. Formally, we set A = C[[a]] and introduce the A-algebra




whose elements are the functions we are interested in. The variables t and a are of very
different nature here: t is a local coordinate for the geometric object of interest, namely the
formal disc, while a should be considered as a parameter (a more general definition of the
algebraic object we work with is given in Section 1.3).
The ring K2 can be equipped with a ‘residue’ map, defined as the sum of the residues
around t = 0 and t = a (see Section 1.2). We can use this map to define a structure of A-Lie
algebra on the space
g⊗C K2 ⊕AC2
in a way that closely mimics the construction of the usual affine Lie algebra (see Sections
3.1 and 3.3). Note that, for technical reasons, we will consider a polynomial version of this
algebra, but this does not affect our conclusions, see Remark 3.2. We do not know who first
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introduced this 2-singularities version of the affine algebra, but its construction was certainly
known to Gaitsgory and Raskin (see for example the notes [14] and [15]). We can then
proceed exactly as in the case of one singularity: we first construct a suitable completion
of the enveloping algebra, and then specialise C2 to −1/2 to obtain a certain ‘critical level’
enveloping algebra Û2. Just as in the case of the usual affine Lie algebra, the center of Û2
turns out to be nontrivial, and we show that it is generated by certain 2-variables analogues
of the classical Sugawara operators.
To introduce these generalised Sugawara elements, let Jα be a basis of g and let Jα be

















k−nsk−n) : + : (Jαtnsn+1)(Jαt
k−nsk+1−n) :
where s = t− a and the colons denote a suitable (two-variables) normal ordered product, see
Definition 4.8. These operators are our main object of study in Section 4, where we prove
that they are topological generators of the center of Û2 (see Theorem 4.15).
In order to describe the geometric side of the correspondence, one should consider GL-
connections in the case of GL being an adjoint group. Hence, in our case, we take G = SL(2)
and GL = PSL(2). We consider GL-connections on the formal disc, parametrised by a, with
possible singularities at t = 0 and t = a. We define 2-opers in this context in complete analogy
to local opers with one singularity (see Section 2.1), namely, as particular equivalence classes
of GL-connections. With this definition, the space of 2-opers is represented by a smooth ind-
scheme Op∗2 over SpecA. We prove the following result, which is a two-singularities analogue
of the Feigin-Frenkel theorem [4] for g = sl(2).
Theorem (Theorem 4.15 and Theorem 5.2). The operators S
(2)
k are algebraically independent






One of the main ingredients in the proof of this theorem, as well as of other results
in the paper, is the fact that the algebra Û2 and the space of opers satisfy the so-called
factorisation property [2]. Indeed, both these objects are defined over A, and we can consider
their restrictions to a = 0 and to a 6= 0. In the first case, we get back the corresponding
object in the case of one singularity. In the second, we obtain the product of two independent
copies of the one-singularity object, one “centred around zero” and the other “centred around
a”. For the space of 2-opers this takes the following concrete form (see Proposition 2.4):









where Op∗1 is the usual space of opers, Op
∗
t = SpecQ ×SpecC Op
∗
1 is the space of opers over
the field Q = C((a)), and Op∗s is another copy of the same space, whose elements are however
described in terms of the coordinate s = t− a. The analogous statement for the algebra Û2
is the content of Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9, whose precise formulation is a little more sophisticated
since it involves taking suitable completions.
In their study of the spherical case [13], Frenkel and Gaitsgory describe the endomorphism
ring of what they call a Weyl module of ĝ. Let V λ be the irreducible finite-dimensional
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representation of highest weight λ and consider it as a representation of the positive part
ĝ+ = g⊗C C[[t]]⊕ CC of the affine Lie algebra by letting C act by −1/2 and g⊗C tC[[t]] by
zero. The induced module of ĝ, denoted by Vλ1 , is called the Weyl module of weight λ. The
Weyl modules have been recognised as the fundamental objects in the category of spherical
modules, that is, those continuous representations of Û1 on which the action of g ⊗C C[[t]]
integrates to an action of G(C[[t]]). An important step in understanding the category of
spherical modules is the determination of the endomorphism rings of the Weyl modules.
These rings have been shown [13] to admit a very nice description in terms of the geometry
of Op∗1. We now briefly recall the precise statement.
The unramified opers, that is, those that are trivial as GL-connections, are parametrised
by an ind-subscheme Opur1 of Op
∗
1. The reduced subscheme of Op
ur
1 can be shown to decompose
as the disjoint union of certain schemes Opλ1 , indexed by the dominant integral weights λ. The
opers parametrised by Opλ1 can be characterised in terms of the behaviour of the corresponding
connection around the singularity t = 0, see Lemma 2.8. The connection between the Weyl
modules Vλ1 and the schemes Op
λ
1 is provided by [13], where the authors show that, for every
λ, the Feigin-Frenkel isomorphism induces an isomorphism Funct(Opλ1) ≃ End(V
λ
1).
This result generalises to our setting in the following way. Given two irreducible, finite-
dimensional representations V λ and V µ of g, we construct, by analogy to the 1-singularity
case, a correspondingWeyl moduleVλ,µ2 by inducing the representation V
λ⊗V µ (see Definition
6.2 for details). We also define a corresponding space of opers Opλ,µ2 as follows. By base











s respectively, where as before we consider the elements of Op
∗
s as
functions of the variable s = t − a. Thanks to the second isomorphism in Equation (0.1),
we may then consider the product Opλt ×Op
µ
s as a subscheme of Op
∗
2 |a6=0: the schematic




2 is by definition the scheme Op
λ,µ
2 . By construction, Op
λ,µ
2
parametrises connections that behave like elements of Opλ1 around t = 0, and like elements
of Opµ1 around t = a (at least when a 6= 0). In the case of sl(2), we extend the main result of
[13] to this context as follows:
Theorem (see Theorem 6.4). The action of Z(Û2) on V
λ,µ
2 and the isomorphism F2 of the






To prove this result we use the factorisation properties of these objects, i.e., we again
study what happens by specialising to a = 0 and localising to a 6= 0. The factorisation
properties of Vλ,µ2 are discussed in Lemma 6.3. The restriction Op
λ,µ
2 |a6=0 is isomorphic to
Opλt ×SpecQOp
µ
s by construction. Finally, the restriction Op
λ,µ
2 |a=0 is both more interesting






where the union on the right hand side is parametrised by the set of weights, now natural
numbers, appearing in the decomposition of the g-module V λ ⊗ V µ. While some of the
ingredients in the proof of this isomorphism apply to general Lie algebras g, we make use of
the hypergeometric series to construct some specific elements of Opλ,µ2 |a=0(C) (see Section
2.5), which restricts some of our arguments to the case g = sl2.
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In [11], Frenkel and Gaitsgory use their results on the endomorphism rings of the Weyl
modules to prove that the category of spherical representations is equivalent to the category
of sheaves over the space of unramified opers. A similar result is expected to hold in our
generality, and indeed some of the ingredients of [11], such as the notion of semi-infinite
cohomology, generalise well to our context. We plan to further investigate this problem in
the future.
It is also expected that these results should hold for arbitrary quasi-simple groups G. Most
of our constructions are given at this level of generality, and many of our results are either
easy to extend to this broader context, or are already proved in the correct generality. To go
forward in this direction, we believe the most difficult problem would be to extend Theorem
2.13. Indeed, we think one should obtain this result as a consequence of a generalisation of
Theorem 6.4, while in our approach we used Theorem 2.13 as an intermediate step in the
proof of Theorem 6.4. We have also been informed by D. Gaitsgory that a completely different
approach to these questions is currently being developed by S. Raskin.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 1 we discuss some basic algebraic construc-
tions, including in particular a basis {un, vn} for the Laurent series in two variables (see
equation (1.1)) which is technically important in the whole paper. In Section 2 we study the
space of 2-opers: we introduce the scheme Opλ,µ2 in a somewhat utilitarian way, construct
several explicit elements of Opλ,µ2 (C) by means of the classical hypergeometric series, and
prove Theorem 2.13. In Section 3 we describe the affine Lie algebra ĝ2 and its completion.
We also study the factorisation properties of Û2 (Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9) and introduce some
filtrations of this algebra. In Section 4 we introduce our version of the Sugawara operators, we
prove that they are central (Proposition 4.12), and we show that they topologically generate
the center of Û2 (Theorem 4.15). In Section 5 we identify the centre of Û2 as the ring of
functions of the space of 2-opers, and in Section 6 we study the Weyl modules Vλ,µ2 , proving
Theorem 6.1.
1 Algebraic preliminaries
In our study of functions on the punctured disc we will need to consider several closely related
rings, which we will also need to equip with suitable topologies.
In the case of one singularity we consider the ring C[[t]] and its quotient field C((t)). We
equip C[[t]] and C((t)) with the topology induced by the ideal (t) (namely, the ideals (tn) of
C[[t]] form a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of the origin).
In order to deal with the case of two singularities, we introduce the ring A = C[[a]] and its
fraction field Q = C((a)). We think the variable a as being a parameter, and use a separate
variable t as a coordinate around the origin of the (formal) disc. We consider functions that
have poles in 0 and in a, and we also set s = t − a. Here a “function” is considered to be a
formal Laurent series. The relevant rings for the case of two singularities are slightly more
complicated, and will be introduced in Section 1.3. In the next few sections we focus on the
the ring of formal Laurent series in two variables.
1.1 Formal Laurent series
We consider the rings Q[[t]], Q[[s]] endowed with the topologies induced by the ideals (t) and
(s), respectively. We consider similar topologies on Q((t)) and Q((s)). We denote by K2
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the ring of formal Laurent series in two variables, that is, K2 = C[[t, s]][
1
ts ]. We equip the
rings C[[t, s]] and K2 with the topology induced by the ideal (ts), and we consider them as
A-algebras, where a = t − s. We now introduce two A-bases of C[[t, s]][ 1ts ] that turn out to
be computationally handy: for every integer n we set
un = t




nsn, yn = t
n+1sn. (1.2)
We also consider the subring R2 of K2 given by the A-span of the elements un, vn for n ∈ Z,
or equivalently the A-span of the elements xn, yn. The following proposition is easy to prove.
Proposition 1.1. The elements un, vn for n 6 −1 form an A-basis of K2/C[[t, s]]. More
generally, the elements un, vn for n 6 m−1 form an A-basis of K2/umC[[t, s]], and for m > 1
the elements un, vn with 0 6 n 6 m − 1 are an A-basis of C[[t, s]]/(um). In particular, the
ring R2 is dense in K2.
Our main tool to deal with these rings will be the expansion and specialisation maps that
we now define. We have natural inclusions
C[[t, s]] ⊂ Q[[t]] ⊂ Q((t)),
and similar ones with respect to the variable s. Since a is invertible in Q((t)), the inclusion
C[[t, s]] ⊂ Q((t)) extends to an inclusion C[[t, s]][a−1] ⊂ Q((t)). Moreover, both t and s are




which we call the expansion map with respect to the variable t. The same construction yields
an injective ring homomorphism Es : K2[a
−1] −→ Q((s)), and both Et and Es are Q-linear.
Finally, we define
E : K2[a
−1] −→ Q((t)) ×Q((s))
as the product of Et and Es. The ring K2[a
−1] is an integral domain, so E cannot be an
isomorphism; however, it is not far from being one, as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 1.2. The morphism E is continuous and injective, and its image is dense in Q((t))×
Q((s)). Moreover, the restriction of E to R2[a
−1] has dense image as well.
Proof. Notice that E(tnsn) = (tnα, snβ), where α, β are invertible elements of Q[[t]] and Q[[s]]
respectively. This easily implies that E is continuous. We now prove that it is injective with

















We thus get a dense embedding
















and upon inverting ts on both sides we obtain a dense embedding K2[a
−1]→ Q((t))×Q((s)).
Notice that inverting ts = t(t−a) in Q[[t]] is equivalent to inverting t, and similarly for Q[[s]].
The first claim follows since this embedding agrees with E. To prove the claim about R2[a
−1]
notice that, by Proposition 1.1, this ring is dense in K2[a
−1].
Throughout the paper we will also need to study the special situation in which t and
s coincide, that is, when a = 0. We denote by Sp any map that specialises a to zero: for
example, there are natural maps
Sp : A → C
f(a) 7→ f(0)
and
Sp : K2 → C((t))
f(t, s) 7→ f(t, t);
the latter also restricts to Sp : C[[t, s]]→ C[[t]]. The following is easy to check:
Lemma 1.3. The map Sp induces isomorphisms between K2/(t− s) and C((t)), and between
C[[t, s]]/(t− s) and C[[t]].
1.2 Residues
By analogy to the case of the classical residue Res : C((t)) −→ C, that takes f(t) to the
coefficient of t−1 in f(t), we introduce the following maps:
Rest : Q((t)) −→ Q coefficient of t
−1
Ress : Q((s)) −→ Q coefficient of s
−1
Rest,s : Q((t))×Q((s)) −→ Q Rest,s(f, g) = Rest(f) + Ress(g)
Res2 : K2 −→ Q Res2(f) = Rest,s(E(f))
The basic properties of these maps are discussed in the following lemma, whose proof is
straightforward.
Lemma 1.4. The following hold:
a) Rest,Ress,Rest,s,Res2 are continuous maps with respect to the natural topologies on the
source and the discrete topology on Q;
b) Rest,Ress,Rest,s are Q-linear and Res2 is A-linear;
c) the image of Res2 is contained in A;
d) Sp(Res2 f) = Res Sp(f);


















ai+j+1, and for all j > 0





(−a)i+j+1. Furthermore, Res2 t
isj = 0 if i+ j 6 −2.
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Moreover, the bases un, vn and xn, yn are dual to each other with respect to Res2, in the
sense that we have
Res2(un · xm) = 0 Res2(un · y−m−1) = δn,m
Res2(vn · x−m−1) = δn,m Res2(vn · ym) = 0.





A similar formula is obtained by exchanging the role of {un, vn} with that of {xn, yn}.
Remark 1.5. For all n we have u′n = n(yn−1 + vn−1) and v
′
n = (2n+ 1)un − navn−1. Using
the formulas in Lemma 1.4, this implies in particular
Res2(umu
′





n) = anδm,−n, Res2(vmv
′
n) = (2n+ 1)δm,−1−n + a
2nδm,−n.
1.3 Formal neighbourhood of two graphs in the formal disc
In this section we give an explicit description of the formal neighbourhood of two graphs
in the formal disc. We will use this in Section 2.1 to get an algebraic representation of the
space of 2-opers. Let D = SpecC[[t]] be the formal disc. Let R be an A-algebra and define
X = SpecR
ψ
−→ D by ψ♯(f(t)) = f(a) ∈ R for all f(t) ∈ C[[t]]. Inside the product X × D we
consider the union Γ of the two graphs Γψ,Γ0 of the morphisms ψ and x 7→ 0. The formal












Remark 1.6. Notice that replacing C[[t]] with C[t] in the above construction gives exactly
the same ring R[2].
We now give an alternative description of this ring. We define R//t, s// to be the subring
of R[[t, s]] given by those elements f =
∑
i,j>0 fijt
isj with the following property: for every i
there are only finitely many j for which fij 6= 0, and symmetrically for every j there are only
finitely many i for which fij 6= 0. Similarly to the notation introduced in Section 1.1 for the
ring K2, we define elements un, vn of R//t, s//[
1
ts ] as in formula (1.1).
Consider the quotient T :=
R//t, s//
(t− s− a)
. For every n > 0 there is a natural map T →
R[[t]]
(t(t−a))n sending t 7→ t, s 7→ t− a, so we get a homomorphism T → R[2]. We now prove that
this is an isomorphism. We begin with the following lemma:
Lemma 1.7. Let R and T be as in the discussion above. For every n > 0, the elements
{uk, vk
∣
∣ 0 6 k 6 n − 1} form an R-basis of the quotient T/(un). Their images in
R[[t]]
((t−a)t)n
also form of an R-basis of the latter.
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Proof. The map T → R[[t]]((t−a)t)n is clearly surjective and factors via T/(un). Hence it suffices
to show that the images in T/(un) of the elements uk, vk are R-linearly independent and
generate T/(un) over R. To check linear independence it suffices to notice that uk, vk map to
monic polynomials in t whose degrees are all different and less than 2n. The fact that they
generate follows immediately by induction on n.
The fact that T → R[2] is an isomorphism now follows easily: its kernel is trivial (because
it is given by the intersection of the ideals (un), which is clearly (0)), and it is surjective
because T is complete with respect to the topology generated by the ideals (un) (hence T
contains any series of the form
∑
k>0 skuk + s
′
kvk with sk, s
′
k ∈ R).
Remark 1.8. This argument shows in particular that the elements of T can be represented
(in a unique way) as series
∑
k>0 skuk + s
′
kvk with sk, s
′
k ∈ R.
In Section 2 we will also consider the ring R(2) := R[2][1t ,
1
s ] and its quotients by its
R[2]-submodules (ts)nR[2]. A similar proof shows that, for a fixed integer n, the set {uk, vk
∣
∣
k ∈ Z, k 6 n − 1} forms an R-basis of this quotient. Notice moreover that this description
(together with Proposition 1.1) implies that in the case R = A we have isomorphisms
A[2] ≃ C[[t, s]], A(2) ≃ K2.
Similarly to what we did in Section 1.1 we now study the two special cases a = 0 and
a ∈ R×. As in that case, we have expansion and specialisation maps




The following proposition is easy to show by arguments similar to those used in Section 1.1.
Proposition 1.9. The following hold:
• If a = 0 in R, then the specialisation map Sp induces isomorphisms R[2] ≃ R[[t]] and
R(2) ≃ R((t)).
• If a is invertible in R, then the expansion map induces isomorphisms R[2] ≃ R[[t]]×R[[s]]
and R(2) ≃ R((t))×R((s)).
The derivative with respect to t naturally induces canonical R-linear derivations on the
rings R[2] and R(2). We will denote both these derivations by f 7→ ∂f or by f 7→ ḟ . Similar
derivations can also be defined on the rings Ra((t)), R/(a), Ra((s)). Notice that the expansion
and specialisation maps commute with these derivations.
1.4 Checking isomorphisms generically and along the diagonal
Our strategy to prove many of the results in this paper is to study the situation ‘outside of
the diagonal’ (i.e. when a is invertible) and along it (a = 0). The next lemma allows us to
obtain global information from these two special cases:
Lemma 1.10. Let M,N be two A-modules and ϕ : M −→ N be a morphism of A-modules.
Then
a) if M is flat and ϕa :M [a
−1] −→ N [a−1] is injective, then ϕ is injective.
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b) if N is flat, ϕa : M [a
−1] −→ N [a−1] is surjective, and ϕ : M/aM −→ N/aN is injective,
then ϕ is surjective.
In particular, if M and N are flat, ϕa : M [a
−1] −→ N [a−1] is an isomorphism, and ϕ :
M/aM −→ N/aN is injective, then ϕ is an isomorphism.
Proof. a) As M is flat, we can consider it as a submodule of M [a−1]. The injectivity of
ϕ :M −→ N then follows immediately from the assumption on ϕa.
b) By flatness we can again consider N as a submodule of N [a−1]. Let y ∈ N . As ϕa
is surjective, there exists n > 0 and x ∈ M such that y = ϕ(x/an), or equivalently
any = ϕ(x). We prove that y is in the image of ϕ by induction on n. For n = 0 there is
nothing to prove. If n > 0 then ϕ(x) = 0, where x is the image of x in N/aN . Since ϕ is
injective, we have x = 0, or equivalently x = ax′ for some x′ ∈ N . As N is flat we deduce
an−1y = ϕ(x′), and we conclude by induction.
2 Opers
We start by recalling the definition of an oper, due to Beilinson and Drinfeld [1], in the more
usual case of one singularity. We follow [9, Part I]. Let G be the simple, simply connected
complex algebraic group with Lie algebra g, so that GL is a group of adjoint type (with
Lie algebra gL). The opers we are interested in are particular equivalence classes of GL-
connections on the formal punctured disc. We fix a local coordinate t for the formal disc and






where M ∈ gL ⊗ R((t)). There is a natural action of the loop group of GL on the set of
connections: identifying a connection with the corresponding matrix M , for H ∈ GL(R((t)))
we set
H ·M := AdH(M)− Ḣ H
−1. (2.1)
To define the class of opers we fix a maximal torus T of GL and a Borel subgroup B containing
T , and let t ⊂ b ⊂ gL be the corresponding Lie algebras. We also fix root vectors eα ∈ g
L.
The set of connections for which M is of the form





is stable under the action of the loop group B(R((t))).
Definition 2.1. An oper over a C-algebra R is a B(R((t)))-equivalence class of connections
with matrix M of the form (2.2). We denote by Op∗1 the functor from the category of C-
algebras to the category of sets which assigns to a C-algebra R the set of opers over R.
When g = gL = sl2, so that G
L = PSL2, the space of opers has a simple description.










for a certain (unique) f ∈ R((t)). We may therefore think of PSL2-opers as elements of
R((t)). In particular, the functor Op∗1 is representable by the ind-scheme
Op∗1 := lim−→
N→∞
SpecC[ci : i > −N ],
where ci corresponds to the coefficient of t
i. We denote the scheme SpecC[ci : i > −N ] by
(Op∗1)>−N . We will also need the following variants, where it will be important to keep track
of the name of the variable: as functors,
Op∗t : Q− alg → Set
R 7→ R((t))
,
Op∗s : Q− alg → Set
R 7→ R((s)).
These functors are clearly representable by the ind-schemes
Op∗t := Op
∗





The coordinates on Op∗t , respectively Op
∗
s, will be denoted by c
(t)
i , respectively c
(s)
i . We will
also use the notations (Op∗t )>−N , (Op
∗
s)>−N with the obvious meaning.
2.1 The functor Op∗2
We now consider a generalisation of the construction in the previous paragraph, based on the
idea of building a factorisation space of opers Op∗n (see for example the PhD thesis of the
first author of this paper [5, Section 3.5]). In the special case GL = PSL2 and n = 2 we are
interested in, we give an explicit description of this space and of the associated (ind-)scheme.
As in Section 1.3, fix an affine test scheme X = SpecR and a map X
ψ
−→ D; equivalently, R
is a C[[a]]-algebra. We consider implicitly that we have a second map X → D, that we take to
be the trivial map carrying all of X to 0 ∈ D. We now consider meromorphic connections on
D, parametrised by X, allowing for singularities in 0 (considered as the graph of the constant
map) and along the graph of ψ. To give an algebraic description of these connections, we
write them in the form ddt +M , where M ∈ Mat2×2(R(2)) and R(2) is as in Section 1.3. The
action of the group PSL(2, R(2)) on the set of connections written in this form is still given
by formula (2.1), where Ḣ denotes the canonical derivation on the ring R(2) introduced at
the end of Section 1.3.
Definition 2.2. A 2-oper is a B(R(2))-conjugacy class of connections ddt +M where M is of
the form





As in the case of one singularity, one shows without difficulty that every 2-oper has a
unique representative of the form (2.3), where f is now an element of R(2).
Remark 2.3. In the fundamental case X = D
id
−→ D, the graph of ψ is a subscheme of
D × D, where the two discs have two very different roles: the latter is the space on which
the connection is defined (and in particular the derivation ddt in the formula above is with
respect to the variable of this disc), while the former is a space of parameters. To avoid
confusion, we identify the two discs with SpecC[[a]] and SpecC[[t]] respectively. Notice that
this is consistent with the notation employed in Section 1.3, where a denotes the pullback
of the coordinate on D to the scheme X. For this reason, we consider X as a scheme over
SpecC[[a]].
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Based on the above discussion, we define the functor
Op∗2 : A− alg −→ Set by Op
∗
2(R) = R(2).
By what we have explained in Section 1.3, this functor is represented by an ind-scheme:





each of which is represented by
SpecA[ai, bi : i > −N ],
where ai corresponds to the coefficient of ui and bi to the coefficient of vi (see Section 1.3).
Notice that we have Op∗2(A) ≃ C[[t, s]][
1




2(C) ≃ C((t)), where C is given
the structure of an A-algebra by sending a to 0. Finally, we remark that the geometric
analogue of Proposition 1.9 immediately yields the following:
Proposition 2.4. The following hold:
1. Let Op∗2 |a=0 be the subfunctor of Op
∗
2 given by Op
∗
2×SpecA SpecC. The map
Op∗2 |a=0(R) ∋ f 7→ Sp(f) ∈ Op
∗
1(R)
is an isomorphism between Op∗2 |a=0 and Op
∗
1. For all integers N , this isomorphism
restricts to an isomorphism between the two schemes (Op∗2)>−N |a=0 and (Op
∗
1)>−2N .
2. Let Op∗2 |a6=0 be the subfunctor of Op
∗
2 given by Op
∗
2×SpecA SpecQ. The map









s. For all integers N , this
isomorphism restricts to an isomorphism between the two schemes (Op∗2)>−N |a6=0 and
(Op∗t )>−N ×SpecQ (Op
∗
s)>−N .
We denote by Sp : Op∗2 |a=0 −→ Op
∗
1 and E : Op
∗




s the two iso-
morphisms described in the previous proposition. We denote also by Sp, respectively E, the
restriction of these isomorphisms to isomorphisms between (Op∗2)>−N |a=0 and (Op
∗
1)>−2N ,
respectively between (Op∗2)>−N |a=0 (Op
∗
t )>−N ×SpecQ (Op
∗
s)>−N . We will need some in-





introduced above. In the formulas below we write ai, bi also for the restrictions of these func-
tions to the closed subscheme a = 0 or to its open complement. Denoting by E♯ and Sp♯ the
pullback maps on coordinate rings, we have
Sp♯(c2i) = ai , Sp





































Setting ai = bi = 0 for i < −N , the same formulas also describe an isomorphism between the




2)>−N |a6=0. Finally, these isomorph-
isms are homogeneous if the variables are graded as follows.
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i and ci, degree −1 to a, degree
2i+2 to ai, and degree 2i+3 to bi. With this choice, the above equations are homogeneous.
2.2 Functions and derivations on opers
In this section we discuss some technical aspects of the definition of the space of regular
functions on an ind-scheme, with a focus on our cases of interest Op∗1 and Op
∗
2. We also spell
out the topological structure of these spaces of functions, and describe how the vector fields
on the punctured disc act on them.
Let S be a ring and X = lim
−→
Xn be the inductive limit of the affine S-schemes Xn.
We denote by FunctS(X) = Funct(X) the S-algebra of regular functions on X, that is,
HomS(X,SpecS[t]). This is the projective limit of the coordinate rings of the schemes Xn.
If S −→ S′ is a ring homomorphism, it is not true in general that Funct(SpecS′×SpecS X) =
S′ ⊗S Funct(S) (this may fail even when S → S
′ is a localisation). A similar problem arises
for the product of two ind-schemes. In our situation this will not cause any real issues, but
it forces us to include some topological clarifications. The construction of Funct(X) as a
projective limit endows it with a natural topology, where we consider all the coordinate rings
of the schemes Xn to be equipped with the discrete topology. In order to discuss products
we will also need the tensor product topology. Recall that the tensor product X ⊗ Y of
two topological vector spaces X,Y is naturally equipped with the topology for which the
neighbourhoods of zero are of the form U ⊗ Y +X ⊗ V , where U and V are neighbourhoods
of zero in X and Y respectively.
In our setting, the relevant spaces of regular functions have very simple descriptions: for
example, one has
Funct(Op∗2) ={f ∈ A[[. . . , b−1, a0, b0, a1, . . . ]] : for all N ∈ Z, the series f(. . . , 0, aN , bN , . . . )
obtained by specialising ai and bi to 0 for i < N is a polynomial},
and similarly for the other spaces of opers. In particular Funct(Op∗2) is torsion-free, hence
flat over C[[a]].
Let now Y = lim
−→
Yn and let ϕ : Y −→ X be a morphism of ind-schemes, obtained as a
limit of morphisms of schemes ϕn : Yn −→ Xn. The map ϕ induces a natural continuous map
ϕ♯ : Funct(X) −→ Funct(Y ), obtained by precomposition. For example, the isomorphism of
ind-schemes Sp : Op∗2 |a=0 → Op
∗








1) is defined as
the composition of the restriction map from Funct(Op∗2) to Funct(Op
∗
2 |a=0) with (Sp
♯)−1. We
similarly define an expansion map E as the composition of the inclusion of Funct(Op∗2)[a
−1] in
Funct(Op∗2 |a6=0) with the isomorphism (E





induced by the second part of Proposition 2.4.





1), and that the natural topology
on Funct(Op∗1) agrees with quotient topology.
The expansion map E : Funct(Op∗2)[a
−1] −→ Funct(Op∗t ×SpecQOp
∗
s) is injective and
has dense image. There are thus two natural topologies on Funct(Op∗2)[a
−1]: the topo-
logy induced by Funct(Op∗t ×SpecQOp
∗
s) through the map E , and the topology for which
the neighbourhoods of zero are given by Un[a
−1], where Un is a neighbourhood of zero in
Funct(Op∗2). One may check that these two topologies coincide. Finally, the multiplication
12






s) is injective and has dense im-
age. The topology induced on Funct(Op∗t ) ⊗Q Funct(Op
∗
s) by this embedding can be shown
to agree with the tensor product topology.
2.2.1 Action of the vector fields of the punctured disc
The action of the vector fields of the formal disc on Funct(Op∗1) extends to the case of two
singularities without changes.
Definition 2.6. We denote by Drv1 the Lie algebra C((t))∂ of continuous vector fields on
the punctured disc with the usual bracket [u∂, v∂] = (uv′− v′u)∂. The action of the group of
automorphisms of the formal disc determines an action of the algebra tC[[t]]∂ on Funct(Op∗1).
This action extends to all of Drv1, and is given explicitly by the formula (see for example









where f ∈ Op∗1(C), F ∈ Funct(Op
∗
1), and u ∈ C((t)). We similarly denote by Drv2 the Lie
algebra K2∂, where ∂ is the only continuous A-linear derivation of K2 such that ∂t = ∂s = 1,
introduced at the end of Section 1.3. We define an action of Drv2 on Funct(Op
∗
2) by the same
formula.
These definitions have obvious analogues in the case of Op∗t , Op
∗
s, and their product.
We have an expansion map E : Drv2 −→ Drvt×Drvs given by E(u∂) = (Et(u)∂,Es(u)∂)
and a specialisation map Sp : Drv2 −→ Drv1 given by Sp(u∂) = Sp(u)∂. These are homo-
morphisms of Lie algebras since E and Sp commute with the derivations. Moreover, for all
F in Funct(Op∗2) and u∂ ∈ Drv2 we have
E(u∂ · F ) = E(u∂) · E(F ) Sp(u∂ · F ) = Sp(u∂) · Sp(F ).
We will use some concrete information about this action. Recall from Section 1.3 that
{ui, yi} (defined as in Equation (1.2)) is a topological R-basis of R(2), for any A-algebra R.
We denote by αi, βi the coordinates with respect to this basis, so that αi = ai − abi and
βi = bi. The following lemma is then easy to obtain by a direct computation.
Lemma 2.7. The action of Drv2 on the variables αi, βi is given by the following formulas,
where m is any integer:
1. um∂αi = −(2i+ 2m+ 1)βi−m + a(m+ i+ 1)αi−m+1
−m(m− 1)(2m− 1)aδi,m−2 −
1
2
m(m− 1)(m − 2)a3δi,m−3.
2. um∂βi = −2(m+ i+ 1)αi−m+1 − (m+ i+ 1) a βi−m+1
+ 2m(m− 1)(2m − 1)δi,m−2 +m(m− 1)(m− 2)a
2δi,m−3.









+m(2m− 1)(2m + 1)δi,m−1
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4. vm∂βi = −(2m+ 2i+ 3)βi−m + (m+ i+ 1) aαi−m+1




2.3 Unramified opers and the scheme Opλ1
Following Frenkel and Gaitsgory [7, Section 6.12] we recall, focusing on the special case of
GL = PSL2, the definition and some elementary properties of the scheme of unramified opers
and of the schemes Opλ1 . Let Op
ur
1 be the subfunctor of Op1 which corresponds to unramified
opers: for every C-algebra R the set Opur1 (R) consists of those f ∈ R((t)) for which there






One can prove [7, Sect. 6.12] that Opur1 is an ind-subscheme of Op
∗
1 which is not reduced.
In this paper we are interested in its reduced version, that we denote by Opint,reg1 . This is a
countable union of subschemes of (Op∗1)>−2 which can be described functorially as follows: if
R is a C algebra such that SpecR is connected, then




i ∈ Op∗1(R) : c−2 ∈ C and there exists H(t) ∈ PSL2(R((t)))
such that equation 2.7 is satisfied}.





2 for some λ ∈ N. For such a λ we define




i ∈ Opint,reg1 (R) : c−2 = Aλ} .
Notice that this scheme is denoted by Opλ,reg in [13]. With this definition we have Opint,reg1 =⊔
λ∈NOp
λ
1 . Notice that Op
λ
1 is a smooth subscheme of the scheme (Op
∗
1)>−2. The following
lemma is a particular case of [13, Lemma 1], formulated in terms of coordinates; its proof for
PSL2 is elementary.
Lemma 2.8. Let λ ∈ N and let f =
∑
i>−2 cit
i be an element of R((t)).
a) If c−2 = Aλ, then f ∈ Op
λ
1(R) if and only if there exists a solution of the equation
ÿ = fy of the form t−
λ
2ϕ(t), with ϕ(t) ∈ R[[t]] and ϕ(0) = 1.
b) If c−2 = Aλ, then f ∈ Op
λ







ψ + ψ2 + ψ̇ .
c) If c−2 ∈ C, then f ∈ Op
int,reg
1 (R) if and only if there exists H ∈ SL2(R((t
1/2))) such
that equation (2.7) is satisfied;
d) If R = C and f defines a meromorphic function in a neighbourhood of 0, then f ∈
Opint,reg1 (C) if and only if the monodromy of the equation ÿ = fy around 0 is equal to
± Id.
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We can now obtain an equation for Opλ1 as a subscheme of (Op
∗
1)>2. Writing f =∑
i>−2 ci t
i and ψ =
∑
k>0 ψkt
k for a generic element of R[[t]], by part b) of Lemma 2.8
we see that f belongs to Opλ1(R) if and only if c−2 = Aλ and the following system in the







0 − (λ− 1)ψ1
















Expressing the ψi with i < λ recursively from the first λ equations we can rewrite the last
equation in the form
cλ−1 = Pλ(c−1, . . . , cλ−2) .
It is easy to see that, if we assign degree i + 2 to the variable ci as in Definition 2.5, the
polynomial Pλ is homogeneous of degree λ + 1 indeed, all the equations in (2.8) become




1)>−2 is defined by
the equations {
c−2 = Aλ
cλ−1 = Pλ(c−1, . . . , cλ−2)
(2.9)
We now make a remark on the structure of these equations.
Lemma 2.9. Each monomial of total degree λ + 1 in the variables c−1, . . . , cλ−2 appears in
Pλ with nonzero coefficient.
Proof. If we set γi = −ci we see that the system (2.8) is equivalent to
ψ0 = ∗ γ−1
ψ1 = ∗ψ
2
0 + ∗ γ0
















where each ∗ denotes a strictly positive coefficient. The statement follows by an easy induc-
tion.
The equation describing Opλ1 shows in particular that this scheme is smooth. We now
describe its tangent space without using these equations.
Lemma 2.10. Let R be a C-algebra and let R[ε] be the ring of dual numbers over R. Let f be
an element of Opλ1 (R) and let H ∈ SL2(R((t


















where the residue of a matrix is defined as the matrix of the residues of its entries.
Proof. The necessity of the condition g ∈ t−1R[[t]] is clear from the inclusion Opλ1 (R) ⊂
Aλt
−2 + t−1R[[t]]. For the second condition we consider the system
Ẇ = −
(




We know that this system has a solution W ∈ SL2(R[ε]((t
1/2))) if and only if f + εg is in
Opλ1 (R[ε]). Writing W = U + εV , the system is equivalent to






while the condition det(W ) = 1 translates to detU = 1 and Tr(U−1V ) = 0. By changing








while Tr(U−1V ) = 0 becomes Tr(X) = 0. The solubility of these equations is equivalent to
the condition in the statement, since a formal power series can be formally integrated if and
only if its residue vanishes.
2.4 The scheme Op
λ,µ
2
Let λ, µ be natural numbers. We now define a subscheme Opλ,µ2 for the case of two singular
points, which is the analogue of the subscheme Opλ1 of the previous section. By Proposition





and the right hand side contains the subscheme Opλt ×SpecQOp
µ
s , where






and Opµs is defined similarly. We define Op
λ,µ









1 are contained in (Op
∗
1)>−2, we also
have that Opλ,µ2 is a closed subscheme of (Op
∗
2)>−2. By definition, if R is a Q-algebra, then
Opλ,µ2 |a6=0(R) = {f ∈ (ts)
−2R[2] : Et(f) ∈ Op
λ
t (R) and Es(f) ∈ Op
µ
s (R)} .
This implies that if R is an A-algebra and a is not a zero divisor in R then
Opλ,µ2 (R) = {f ∈ (ts)
−2R[2] : Et(f) ∈ Op
λ
t (Ra) and Es(f) ∈ Op
µ
s (Ra)} . (2.11)




t )>−2 ×SpecQ (Op
∗
s)>−2 is smooth and
irreducible, and is given by the equations
c
(t)
−2 = Aλ, c
(s)











−1, . . . , c
(s)
µ−2), (2.13)
where (Op∗t )>−2 = SpecQ[c
(t)









i ) is the coefficient of t
i (resp. si). These equations are written with respect to the natural
coordinates on Op∗t and Op
∗
s. However, the coordinates we have chosen for Op
∗
2 are the
coefficients ai, bi with respect to the basis ui, vi. To obtain the equations defining Op
λ,µ
2 |a6=0
we thus need to use the change of coordinates afforded by (2.5). In particular, equations
(2.12) translate into
a−2 = a



























These are polynomials in the variables ai, bi, and by equation (2.5) we see that they only
involve the variables a−2, b−2, . . . , aν−1, bν−1, where ν = max{λ, µ}. Furthermore, these poly-
nomials have coefficients in C[a±1], and are homogeneous of degrees respectively λ + 1 and
µ+ 1.
Recall that the coordinate ring of (Op∗2)>−2|a6=0 is Q[ai, bi : i > −2]. The ideal I
λ,µ
a ⊂
Q[ai, bi : i > −2] generated by P̃λ, P̃µ, and a−2 − a
2Aµ, b−2 − a(Aµ −Aλ) (corresponding to
the equations (2.14)) defines Opλ,µ2 |a6=0 inside (Op
∗
2)>−2|a6=0. The ideal I
λ,µ
a is prime (since
Opλt and Op
µ
s are irreducible and smooth), and its intersection I
λ,µ with A[ai, bi : i > −2] is
the ideal defining Opλ,µ2 in (Op
∗
2)>−2.
The scheme (Op∗2)>−2 is defined not only over C[[a]], but also over C[a]. We claim that
Opλ,µ2 is also defined over C[a]. As noticed above, the generators of I
λ,µ
a have coefficients
in C[a±1]. The claim then follows from the following lemma, where we take S to be the
coordinate ring of (Op∗2)>−2 (seen as a scheme over C[a]), and J to be the ideal defining
Opλ,µ2 as a subscheme of (Op
∗
2)>−2|a6=0 (itself considered as a scheme over C[a
±1]).
Lemma 2.11. Let S be a flat C[a]-algebra and let Ŝ = S ⊗C[a] C[[a]]. By flatness we have
S ⊂ Ŝ ⊂ Ŝa and S ⊂ Sa ⊂ Ŝa. Let J be an ideal of Sa and let Ĵ be its extension to Ŝa. Let
Î = Ĵ ∩ Ŝ and I = S ∩ Ĵ . Then Î = I ⊗C[a] C[[a]].
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Proof. We notice first that I = J ∩ S, hence if f ∈ S and af ∈ I then f ∈ I. Let H =
I ⊗C[a] C[[a]], that is the extension of I in Ŝ. We have H ⊂ Î, and we only need to prove the
other inclusion.
We first claim that if f is in Ŝ and af is in H, then f ∈ H. Indeed, let af =
∑
fiℓi with
f1, . . . , fn ∈ I and ℓi ∈ C[[a]]⊗C[a] S. Write ℓi = gi + ahi with gi ∈ S and hi ∈ Ŝ. Hence
af = g + ah
where g =
∑
gifi ∈ I and h =
∑
hifi ∈ H. Hence g ∈ I ⊂ S is divisible by a (in Ŝ, hence
also in S), and by the remark at the beginning of this proof we have g′ = g/a ∈ I. Hence
f = g′ + h is in H as claimed.
We can now prove the inclusion Î ⊂ H. Let f ∈ Î ⊂ Ĵ : by definition, there exists m > 0
such that amf ∈ H, and by what just noticed we get f ∈ H.
2.5 The hypergeometric case
In this section we study a particular class of elements of Opλ,µ2 (A). We consider f of the form
f = bt−2 + cs−2 + dt−1s−1 with b, c, d ∈ C. From equation (2.14) we immediately get that, if
f is an element of Opλ,µ2 (A) of this form, then










for some B ∈ C. If we set y = t−λ/2s−µ/2ϕ, then the equation ÿ = fy is equivalent to
t(t− a)ϕ̈− ((λ+ µ)t− aλ)ϕ̇+ (Aλ+µ −B)ϕ = 0, (2.16)
which is the hypergeometric equation with singularities in 0, a,∞. Assume that λ 6 µ and
that B = Aν with ν = λ + µ − 2j for some j = 0, 1, . . . , λ: we will use equation (2.11) and
Lemma 2.8 a) to show that for these values of B the element f introduced above belongs to
Opλ,µ2 (A). In fact, these are the only values of B for which f is an element of Op
λ,µ
2 (A): this
can be checked directly, but will also become clear from the results of the next sections. To
rewrite the equation in a more traditional form, we make the change of variables t = aw and
set
α =
ν − µ− λ
2
= −j , β =
−λ− µ− ν − 2
2
= j − λ− µ− 1 , γ = −λ .
Equation (2.16) then becomes
w(w − 1)ψ̈ +
(
(α+ β + 1)w − γ)ψ̇ + αβψ = 0 , (2.17)
with Riemann scheme given by
0 1 ∞
0 0 α
1 + λ 1 + µ β
.
A solution of the hypergeometric equation with exponent 0 near 0 can be written explicitly
in terms of the hypergeometric series [3, §2.1.1]. Usually one assumes that γ is not in Z60,
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but the hypergeometric series also makes sense if γ is in Z60, provided that α is an integer
with γ 6 α 6 0, which is exactly our situation. In particular, the polynomial

















and y = t−λ/2s−µ/2ϕ(t). Notice that s−µ/2ϕ(t) tends to 1 as t → 0, so y ∼ t−λ/2 as t → 0.
In addition, y is a solution of ÿ = fy in the ring Q[[t]], so by Lemma 2.8 a) we have that
Et(f) ∈ Op
λ
t (Q). A similar argument shows that Es(f) ∈ Op
µ
s (Q), hence f ∈ Op
λ,µ
2 (A). We
summarise the discussion of the previous paragraphs in the following lemma:
Lemma 2.12. Let λ 6 µ be natural numbers and let ν = λ + µ − 2j for some j = 0, . . . , λ.
Then the set Opλ,µ2 (A) is nonempty, since it contains in particular the element f given in
Equation (2.15) (with B = Aν). This element satisfies Sp(f) = Aνt
−2.
2.6 The restriction to the diagonal of Op
λ,µ
2
We now study the scheme Opλ,µ2 |a=0. Recall from Proposition 2.4 that we have an isomorph-
ism Sp between Op∗2 |a=0 and Op
∗
1. In this section we identify Op
λ,µ
2 |a=0 with a subscheme of
Op∗1 using this isomorphism, and prove the following result.






To show this theorem we will first prove that the set of C-points of the two schemes are
equal, and then prove that the scheme on the left hand side is smooth and reduced. From
this we will deduce that the scheme structures coincide as well. Without loss of generality,
we will assume λ 6 µ.
Before delving into the details of the proof we recall that the equations which define Opλ,µ2
in (Op∗2)>−2 involve only the variables a−2, b−2, . . . , bµ−1, hence, by (2.4), the equations which
define Opλ,µ2 |a=0 in (Op1)>−4 involve only the variables c−4, . . . , c2µ−1. Moreover, (2.14) shows
that c−3 = c−4 = 0, so we may consider Op
λ,µ
2 |a=0 as a subscheme of (Op
∗
1)>−2.
2.6.1 The equation for c−2
In this section we describe a particular equation in the ideal defining the scheme Opλ,µ2 |a=0.
This equation will be a polynomial in the variable c−2. Recall that from Equation (2.14) in
Opλ,µ2 we have a−2 = a
2Aµ and b−2 = a(Aµ−Aλ): we will consider these values as fixed, and
regard the other equations as polynomials in the variables ai, bi for i > −1.
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Definition 2.14. By equation (2.5), for every n > −2 the polynomial E♯t (a
n+2c
(t)
n ) in the
variables ai, bi has coefficients in A (recall that we consider a−2 = a
2Aµ and b−2 = a(Aµ−Aλ)
as fixed). By the homogeneity of Pλ we get
Qλ := a
λ+1P̃λ ∈ A[ai, bi : i > −1] and fλ := Sp(Qλ) ∈ C[ci : i > −2] .
In particular, Qλ is an element of I
λ,µ, and fλ is an element in the ideal defining the scheme
Opλ,µ2 |a=0.
Lemma 2.15. Let λ, µ be arbitrary natural numbers. Then the only variable involved in the
polynomial fλ is c−2. The degree of fλ is λ + 1, and the coefficient of c
λ+1
−2 does not depend
on µ.
Proof. We want to compute the part of the polynomial Qλ which has degree zero in the


















and the first statement follows since c−2 is the only variable involved in the above equality.
By homogeneity, it is clear that the degree of fλ is at most λ+1. To show that the degree is
precisely λ+1 we need to prove that the coefficient of aλ+1−1 is nonzero in the polynomial Qλ.
Notice that this monomial appears only in the expansion of (c
(t)
−1)
λ+1, whose coefficient in Pλ
is nonzero by Lemma 2.9. By the formula above (with n = −1), the coefficient of cλ+1−2 in fλ
is (−1)λ+1, multiplied by the coefficient of (c
(t)
−1)
λ+1 in −Pλ (which is clearly independent of
µ).
From now on, since fλ depends only on c−2, we will denote it by fλ(c−2).
Lemma 2.16. Assume λ 6 µ. The λ+1 roots of fλ(c−2) are c−2 = Aµ+λ−2i for i = 0, . . . , λ,
and these numbers are all distinct.
Proof. For each i = 0, . . . , λ, Lemma 2.12 provides an element of Opλ,µ2 (A) that is sent to
Aµ+λ−2it
−2 under the specialisation map A −→ C. As fλ must vanish on each of these
specialisations, this shows that Aµ+λ−2i is a root of fλ for each i = 0, . . . , λ. Moreover, these
λ+ 1 values are all distinct, since Aν = Aν′ if and only if ν + ν
′ = −2. It follows that this is
a complete list of the roots of fλ.
2.6.2 The C-points and C[ε]-points of Opλ,µ2 |a=0
We now turn to the determination of the complex points and of the tangent spaces of
Opλ,µ2 |a=0. By definition, the set Op
λ,µ
2 |a=0(C) is equal to Op
λ,µ
2 (C), where C is considered
as a C[[a]]-algebra with the trivial action of a. It will be useful to recall that Opλ,µ2 is defined
over C[a], and we may also consider C as a C[a]-algebra where a acts trivially. The projection
C[a]→ C which sends a to 0 induces a map
Opλ,µ2 (C[a]) −→ Op
λ,µ
2 (C) ⊂ (Op
∗
1)>−2(C),
which is simply the restriction of Sp to Opλ,µ2 (C[a]). This map has a right inverse, given by
the natural injection of C in C[a], hence in particular it is surjective.
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Lemma 2.17. Let λ 6 µ be natural numbers. Then
Opλ,µ2 |a=0(C) ⊂ Op
int,reg
1 (C) .
Proof. By surjectivity of the map Opλ,µ2 (C[a]) −→ Op
λ,µ
2 (C) = Op
λ,µ
2 |a=0(C), it is enough to
prove that if f ∈ Opλ,µ2 (C[a]) then Sp(f) ∈ Op
int,reg
1 (C). Recall that the equations defining
Opλ,µ2 involve only the variables a−2, . . . , bµ−1, while the equations defining Op
λ,µ
2 |a=0 involve
only the variables c−2, . . . , c2µ−1.
Let f =
∑
i>−2(aiui + bivi) be an element of Op
λ,µ
2 (C[a]) and let ftr be the truncation
∑
−26i6µ−1(aiui + bivi). Then ftr is still an element of Op
λ,µ
2 (C[a]) (because the coefficients
ai, bi with i > µ do not intervene in the equations defining Op
λ,µ
2 ), and similarly Sp(f) is
in Opλ,µ2 |a=0(C) if and only Sp(ftr) is. Hence we can assume that f is a finite C[a]-linear




We consider f as a meromorphic function in the variables t and a = t− s. For every fixed
value of a ∈ C, the function f has poles only in t = 0 and t = a, and these poles are of order
at most two (this also holds for a = 0 by equations (2.14)). Moreover, by Lemma 2.8, we





v is equal to ±Id, and
the same holds for the monodromy around a. In particular, if we fix a ∈ C with |a| < 1/2
and consider the monodromy around the circle |t| = 1, this is also equal to ±Id. Since the
monodromy varies continuously, also the monodromy for a = 0 around this circle is ± Id.
Finally, since also for a = 0 the function f has a pole of order at most two, we deduce that
Sp(f) ∈ Opint,reg1 (C).
We now make some comments on the proof of the previous lemma. Assume f is a Laurent





. Then the discussion above proves
that any local solution of v̇ + Fv = 0 extends to a meromorphic function on the plane, with
possible poles along t = 0 and t = a. In particular, there exists a PSL2-valued holomorphic
function H(t, a), defined for t 6= 0, a, such that for each fixed value of a the function H(·, a)
satisfies Ḣ H−1 = −F . We use this remark to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.18. Let λ 6 µ be natural numbers and let C[ε] be the ring of dual numbers. We
have
Opλ,µ2 |a=0(C[ε]) ⊂ Op
int,reg
1 (C[ε]) .
Proof. We will use Lemma 2.10. Let f0 + εg0 ∈ Op
λ,µ
2 (C[ε]) ⊂ Op
∗
1(C[ε]) = C[ε]((t)). First
we show that g0 ∈ t
−1C[[t]]. Indeed from the inclusion Opλ,µ2 |a=0 ⊂ (Op
∗
1)>−2 it follows that
g0 ∈ t
−2C[[t]]. By Definition 2.14 the polynomial fλ(c2) is in the ideal defining Op
λ,µ
2 |a=0, so
we know that fλ(c−2(f0 + εg0)) = 0. By Lemma 2.16, the polynomial fλ(c−2) has complex
coefficients and no repeated roots. This implies that c−2(f0 + εg0) = c−2(f0) + εc−2(g0) lies
in C, hence that c−2(g0) = 0. Since c−2(g0) is precisely the coefficient of t
−2 in g0, we have
g0 ∈ t
−1C[[t]] as claimed.
We now check the second condition of Lemma 2.10. We will argue similarly to the proof
of Lemma 2.17: as in the proof of that lemma, to show the desired inclusion it is enough to
prove that the image of the specialisation map




is contained in Opint,reg1 (C[ε]), and again we may assume that all coordinates ai, bi are zero
for i > µ. Let h ∈ Opλ,µ2 (C[a][ε]), hence h = f + εg with f ∈ Op
λ,µ





and H be as in the discussion that precedes the lemma (in particular, we have ḢH−1 = −F ).
Since a is not a zero divisor in C[a][ε] ⊂ C[[a]][ε], by Equation 2.11 we have that Et(h) is in
Opλt (Q[ε]) and Es(h) is in Op
µ














































for all a 6= 0. Since 0 and a are the only singularities of this function, for sufficiently small
values of a ∈ C the sum of the above residues is computed by the Cauchy integral around a
fixed circle centred at 0. By continuity, this integral is zero also for a = 0. By Lemma 2.17,




1(C), hence it belongs to Op
ν
1(C) for some ν. By
Lemma 2.10, the conditions checked above imply Sp(f + εg) ∈ Opν1(C[ε]) ⊂ Op
int,reg
1 (C[ε]),
which is what we wanted to show.
2.6.3 Proof of Theorem 2.13






To prove that equality holds in this inclusion we check that the “dimension” of the two
varieties are the same. To do this, we recall the following lemma in commutative algebra (see
[16, Lemma 00QK]): if S is an integral C[[a]]-algebra of finite type, and S/aS is not the zero
ring, then
dimS/aS = dimSa,
and moreover every irreducible component of S/aS has the same dimension. We cannot apply
this lemma directly, because the scheme Opλ,µ2 is not of finite type over C[[a]]. However, as
already pointed out several times, the equations defining this variety involve only a finite
number of variables, so we will be able to easily reduce to the finitely-generated situation.
Assume λ 6 µ and let ν = λ + µ − 2j with j = 0, . . . , λ so that, as already noticed, Opν1
and Opλ,µ2 |a=0 intersect nontrivially by the discussion in Section 2.5.
Choose N larger than λ + µ. Let X be the intersection of Opλ,µ2 with the subscheme of
(Op∗2)>−2 = Spec(A[ai, bi : i > −2]) given by ai = bi = 0 for i > N . Similarly define Y and
Zν as the subschemes of Opλ,µ2 |a=0 and Op
ν
1 defined by ci = 0 for all i > 2N . Notice in
particular that Y = X ×SpecA SpecC. We already noticed that
Opλ,µ2 = X ×SpecA SpecA[ai, bi : i > N ]
and similarly
Opλ,µ2 |a=0 = Y×SpecCSpecC[ci : i > 2N ] and Op
ν
1 = Z
ν×SpecCSpecC[ci : i > 2N ] . (2.19)
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To show that equality holds in (2.18) it suffices to prove that for every ν the (irreducible)
scheme Zν is a connected component of Y . Notice that Y and Zν are schemes of finite
type over A. Let Y ′ be a connected component of Y which intersects Zν . By Lemma 2.17
and Equation (2.19) we know that Y ′(C) ⊂ Zν(C). Now notice that the dimension of Zν is
2N = 2(N +2)−4 (four equations in 2(N +2) variables), and similarly also X×SpecA SpecQ
has dimension 2N . By [16, Lemma 00QK], recalled above, we have that Y ′ (which is a union
of irreducible components of X ×SpecA SpecC) also has dimension 2N . As Z
ν is irreducible
we deduce Y ′(C) = Zν(C), hence in particular the reduced subscheme of Y ′ agrees with the
(smooth) scheme Zν . By Lemma 2.18 we have that the tangent space to Y at every point
y ∈ Y (C) is contained in the tangent space to Zν at y: as Zν is smooth, we deduce Y ′ = Zν ,
proving our claim.
3 Lie algebras
In this section we introduce some variants in our context of the classical affine algebra and of
its enveloping algebra. We give our definitions starting from a general simple C-Lie algebra
g, even though we will mostly be interested in the case g = sl2.
3.1 Lie algebras and enveloping algebras
Let S be an integral commutative C-algebra, and let R be a commutative S-algebra equipped
with an S-linear derivation f 7→ ∂f = f ′ and a residue map ResR : R −→ S, i.e., an S-linear
map such that ResR(f
′) = 0 for all f ∈ R. The affine Lie algebra corresponding to g and R
is a central extension of R⊗C g by a 1-dimensional factor S · CR,
ĝR = g⊗C R⊕ S · CR,
with non-trivial bracket defined by
[x f, y g] = [x, y] fg +ResR(f
′ g)κ(x, y)CR,
where x, y ∈ g, f, g ∈ R, and κ(x, y) is the Killing form of g. By definition, ĝR is a Lie algebra
over S. The enveloping algebra of ĝR will be taken over the ring S and will be denoted by
UR. The derivative ∂ gives an action of the S-Lie algebra DrvR := R∂ on ĝR by S-derivations
as follows
(f∂) · (xg) = xfg′ (f∂) · hCR = 0 for f, g ∈ R, h ∈ S, x ∈ g.
This induces a corresponding action by derivations on the enveloping algebra UR.
We will be interested in particular cases of this construction for which the ring has some
further properties that it is perhaps convenient to introduce in a uniform way. We assume




our applications we will have kR = 1 or 2). For γ ∈ Γ, let IR(γ) be the S-span of the set
{ri : i > γ} and assume that the following conditions hold (notice the asymmetry between Z
and Γ in condition I2):
I 1: IR(0) is an S-subalgebra of R
I 2: IR(n) · IR(γ) ⊂ IR(n+ γ) for all n ∈ Z and γ ∈ Γ
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I 3: ResR IR(0) = 0 and ∂IR(0) ⊂ IR(0), and for all γ ∈ Γ, ∂IR(γ) ⊂ IR(γ − 1).
Assumptions I1 and I3 imply that the S-Lie submodule of ĝR given by
ĝ+R = g⊗C IR(0)⊕ S CR (3.1)
is a Lie sub-algebra of ĝR called the positive part of ĝR.
We denote by R the completion of R with respect to the topology defined by the S-
submodules IR(γ), and let ĪR(γ) be the completion of IR(γ). Every element of R can be
written as a series
∑
γ>N,γ∈Γ sγrγ for some N ∈ Γ.
Condition I3 also implies that ResR is continuous with respect to the topology on R
defined by the submodules IR(γ) and the discrete topology on S, and that ∂ is continuous
with respect to the topology defined by the submodules IR(γ). We also denote by ResR and
∂ their unique continuous extensions to R.
The topology on R induces a topology on UR as follows. For n > 0 let JR(n) be the left






where the limit is taken in the category of UR-modules, and we denote by J̄R(n) the closure
of JR(n) in UR. We now recall that UR has a natural structure of associative algebra.
Lemma 3.1. For every x ∈ UR and every n ∈ Z there exists N ∈ Z such that y · x ∈ JR(n)
for all y ∈ JR(N).
Proof. The statement is clearly linear, hence it suffices to check it for a set of S-generators of
UR. We can therefore assume that x = C
j
Rx1 · · · xm, where xi = aifi with ai ∈ g and fi ∈ R.
As CR is central and JR(n) is a left ideal, we can further reduce to the case j = 0. Similarly,
we can also assume that y is of the form y = bg, with g ∈ IR(N) and b ∈ g. We need to prove
that for N large enough we then have y · x ∈ JR(n).
We prove the claim by induction on m. If m = 0 the claim is trivial. Let m > 0 and let d
be such that fi ∈ IR(d) for for i = 1, . . . ,m. By the induction hypothesis, there exists M > n
such that for all z = ch with h ∈ IR(M) and c ∈ g we have
z · xi · · · xm ∈ JR(n)
for all i = 2, · · · ,m. Choose N = max{0, n,M + |d|, |d|}+ kR . Then for i = 1, . . . , n we have
zi := [y, xi] = [bg, aifi] = [b, ai]gfi +Res(g
′fi)κ(b, ai)CR = cihi
with hi ∈ IR(M) and ci ∈ g (notice that gf
′
i ∈ IR(N + |d| − kR) ⊆ I(0), so it has trivial
residue). Hence
y · x = x · y + z1 · x2 · · · xm + x1 · z2 · x3 · · · xm + · · · + x1 · · · xm−1 · zm
belongs to JR(n) since this is true for every summand. To see that this last statement holds,
recall that JR(n) is a left ideal and that we have:
• y ∈ JR(n), because y ∈ JR(N) and N > n;
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• zixi+1 · · · xm ∈ JR(n), because zi = cihi with hi ∈ IR(M), and by definition M is such
that hi ∈ IR(M)⇒ (cihi)xi+1 · · · xm ∈ JR(n);
• x1 · · · xm−1zm ∈ JR(n), because zm itself is in JR(M), hence in JR(n).
This allows us to endow UR with the structure of an associative algebra as follows. Let
pn, qn be two sequences of elements of UR that converge to elements p, q ∈ UR. For every n,
denote by pn, qn the classes of pn, qn in UR/JR(n). By the previous lemma, there exists N
such that for all h, k > N
pN · qN ≡ ph · qk mod JR(n);
furthermore, the class of ph · qk mod JR(n) is independent of the choice of the elements ph, qk
lifting ph, qk, and pNqN is a convergent sequence in UR. We may therefore define the product
of p and q as the limit of the sequence pNqN .








We denote by ĴR(n) the image of J̄R(n) in ÛR(n), and by ZR the center of ÛR.
Remark 3.2. In some of our constructions it would be more natural, or more usual, to
consider the Lie algebra ĝR and then construct UR as the completion of UR with respect to
the left ideals generated by g⊗C ĪR(n). However, our real objects of interest are the algebra
UR and its quotient ÛR, and we have isomorphisms UR
∼= UR and ÛR
∼= ÛR. We prefer to
work with the Lie algebra ĝR because we can then use the classical form of the Poincaré-
Birkhoff-Witt theorem, which applies to Lie algebras that are free as modules over their base
ring.
3.2 Filtrations on the completed enveloping algebra
In this section we define two different filtrations on the algebra ÛR, one coming from the usual
Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt grading, the other induced by a suitable total ordering of the basis
elements of ĝR. Let {J
α}α be a C-basis of g. We denote by B(ĝR) = {J
αrγ}α,γ ∪ {CR} the
induced S-basis of the affine Lie algebra ĝR. Suppose now that the basis J
α of g is totally
ordered. We order the elements of B(ĝR) as follows: we let CR < J
αrγ for all γ and α, and
Jαrγ < J
βrδ
if γ < δ or if γ = δ and α < β. Given elements x1, . . . , xm ∈ B(ĝR), we say that x1 · · · xm
is an ordered monomial if xi 6 xi+1 for i = 1, . . . ,m − 1. We denote by B(UR) the set of
ordered monomials. As ĝR is free over S, the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem implies that
the set B(UR) is an S-basis of UR. Notice that UR is a free algebra over S[CR], with basis
given by the set B(ÛR) of ordered monomials x1 · · · xm where each xi is different from CR.
We denote by x1 · · · xn and B(ÛR) also their images in ÛR. We now introduce some filtrations
on UR and ÛR.
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For an ordered monomial CcRx1 · · · xn in B(UR) (or in B(ÛR)), where xj = J
αj rγj , we
define
deg(CcRx1 · · · xn) = n and Jdeg(C
c
Rx1 · · · xn) = (γ1, . . . , γn) ∈ Γ
n.
We define a filtration of UR by setting U
6n
R to be the S[CR]-span of the ordered monomials
x ∈ B(ÛR) with deg(x) 6 n. We call this filtration the PBW filtration, although it is
slightly different from the standard one (note that we assign degree 0 to the central element
CR). Similarly we define Û
6n
R as the closure of the S-span of the elements x ∈ B(ÛR) with
deg(x) 6 n, or equivalently, as the closure of the image of U6nR in ÛR.
In order to define the second filtration and discuss some of its basic properties we need
to introduce some notation for sequences of elements of Γ. We begin by ordering the non-
decreasing sequences of elements of Γ with respect to the reverse lexicographic order. More
precisely, if γ = γm 6 . . . 6 γ1 and δ = δn 6 . . . 6 δ1 are two non-decreasing sequences in Γ,
we say that γ > δ if there exists 0 6 h 6 m,n such that the following conditions both hold:
• γ1 = δ1, γ2 = δ2, . . . , γh = δh;
• either h = n < m, or h < min{n,m} and γh+1 > δh+1.
We also define the degree of a non-decreasing sequence γ = γm 6 . . . 6 γ1 as deg(γ) = m,
and the concatenation γ · δ of γ and δ as the sequence obtained from γm, . . . , γ1, δn, . . . , δ1
by reordering the elements in non-decreasing order. We record the following trivial remark
about properties of this ordering:
Lemma 3.3. Let γ, δ, ε be three non-decreasing sequences of elements of Γ. We have deg(γ ·
δ) = deg(γ) + deg(δ), and, if δ > γ, then γ · δ > γ · ε > γ. Moreover, given a non-decreasing
sequence γ of degree m, any non-empty subset of {δ = δm 6 . . . 6 δ1 : δ 6 γ} has a unique
maximal element.
We now construct a second filtration by generalising the definition of JR(n).
Definition 3.4. Given a non-decreasing sequence γ = γm 6 . . . 6 γ1, we set
J6mR (γ) = 〈x ∈ B(UR) : deg(x) 6 m and Jdeg(x) > γ〉S + U
6m−1
R




and we define Ĵ6mR (γ) (respectively Ĵ
6m
R [γ]) as the closure of the image of J
6m
R (γ) (respectively
J6mR [γ]) in ÛR. To denote these spaces we will use also the notation J
6m
R (rγm , . . . , rγ1),
J6mR [rγm , . . . , rγ1 ], and similarly for their completions.
Let B(Ĵ6mR (γ)) be the set of ordered monomials x ∈ B(ÛR) such that Jdeg(x) > γ and
deg(x) 6 m, and define B(Ĵ6mR [γ]) similarly. These sets are bases respectively of J
6m
R (γ)
and J6mR [γ] as S[CR]-modules, and topological bases respectively of Ĵ
6m
R (γ) and Ĵ
6m
R [γ] as




such that each sb is in S, and for every n ∈ N the set {b : Jdeg(b) < n, sb 6= 0} is finite.
Similarly, any element in Ĵ6m(γ)R (resp. Ĵ
6m[γ]R) can be written uniquely as a series as
above, with b ∈ B(Ĵ6mR (γ)) (resp. B(Ĵ
6m
R (γ))). We now use this description of the elements
of ÛR as series to deduce some properties of this algebra.
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Lemma 3.5. The following hold:
a) If S is an integral domain then ÛR is a torsion-free S-module. In particular, if S is a
principal ideal domain, then ÛR is a flat S-module;
b) The submodule ĴR(n) is a direct summand of ÛR as an S-module. In particular, for
every f ∈ S we have ĴR(n) ∩ fÛR(n) = f ĴR(n). Similar statements hold for the
submodules Ĵ6mR (γ) and Ĵ
6m
R [γ];
c) If S is an integral domain and f ∈ S is nonzero, then ĴR(n)[f
−1] ∩ ÛR = ĴR(n).
Similar statements hold for the submodules Ĵ6mR (γ) and Ĵ
6m
R [γ];




Proof. Parts a) and d) are clear from the description of the elements of ÛR as series. To
prove b), notice that a complement of Ĵ6mR (γ) as an S-module is given by the elements as in
equation (3.3) such that sb = 0 for all b ∈ B(Ĵ
6m
R (γ)). A complement in the other two cases
can be described in a similar way. Part c) follows from b).
For an element y ∈ UR we define the J-degree and the leading term of y as follows. Choose






with u ∈ U6m−1R (or u = 0 if m = 0) and fx(CR) ∈ S[CR]. Let γ ∈ Γ
m be the minimum of
the finite set {Jdeg(x) : deg(x) = m, fx 6= 0}. We set







The same definition also makes sense for y ∈ ÛR, provided that y ∈ Û
6m
R for some m, with the
only difference that the coefficients fx are in the ring S (notice that, thanks to the description
of elements of ÛR as series, we know that the set {Jdeg(x) : fx 6= 0} has a minimum). We















Continuing with the notation above we also remark that, for every y ∈ Û6mR , the images of y
and lt(y) in Ĵ6mR (γ)/Ĵ
6m
R [γ] coincide.
The following lemma contains some elementary observations about the interaction between
the product in ÛR and the submodules Ĵ
6m
R (γ). It will be used repeatedly in Section 4.
Lemma 3.6. Assume S is an integral domain.




R then Jdeg(x · y) = Jdeg(x) · Jdeg(y) and lt(x · y) = lt(x) · lt(y). In
particular, if x, y 6= 0 then Jdeg(x · y) > Jdeg(x), with equality only if y ∈ S;
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b) Ĵ6mR (γ) · Ĵ
6n
R (δ) ⊂ Ĵ
6m+n
R (γ · δ) and Ĵ
6m
R (γ) · Ĵ
6n
R [δ] ⊂ Ĵ
6m+n
R [γ · δ];
c) let γ2 6 γ1 be elements in Γ. If y ∈ Ĵ
61
R [γ1], then for every x ∈ Û
61
R we have x · y ∈
Ĵ62R [γ2, γ1].
Proof. The ring Gr(ÛR) is a commutative polynomial algebra with coefficients in the integral
domain S and generators the variables Jαrγ . Part a) is then trivially true when x, y are
monomials; it also holds for general x, y by Lemma 3.3. Parts b) and c) follow immediately
from part a).
3.3 Examples: ĝ1, ĝ2, ĝs, ĝt, ĝt,s
We now specialise the previous construction to the concrete cases we are interested in.
• Û1. We choose S = C, R = C[t
±1] with the usual derivation, and ResR = Res to be the
coefficient of t−1. The topology is given by choosing B1 = {t
n}, so that R = C((t)). We
denote by ĝ1 the corresponding affine Lie algebra. Similarly, U1 and Û1 will stand for
the corresponding universal enveloping algebra and its completion with respect to the
submodules J1(n) at the critical level.
• Ût. This algebra is constructed in a similar way to Û1, with the field of complex numbers
replaced byQ. In this case we use the notations ĝt, Ut, Ût, Ct with their obvious meaning.
• Ûs. The construction is identical to Ût, but we denote the variable by s instead of t.
• Ût,s. We choose S = Q, R = Rt,s = Q[t
±1] × Q[s±1] with the derivation given by
∂(f(t), g(s)) = (f ′(t), g′(s)), and let ResR = Rest+Ress be the sum of the one-variable
residue maps. The basis B = {rn} is indexed by the half-integers, so that kR = 2 and
rn = s
n for n ∈ Z and rn = t
⌊n⌋ for n /∈ Z.
Notice that elements of R should more precisely be represented as pairs: for example,
by sn we mean the pair (0, sn), and by tm we mean (tm, 0). In particular, s0 = (0, 1)
and t0 = (1, 0) are two distinct elements of R. The completed ring in this case is




that for all n ∈ 12N we have
Jt,s(n) =
Ut ⊗Q Js(⌊n +
1
2⌋) + Jt(⌊n⌋)⊗Q Us
(Ct ⊗ 1− 1⊗Cs)
.












This implies that we have a natural injective homomorphism of Q-algebras with dense
image
Ût ⊗Q Ûs −→ Ût,s .
We will implicitly use this map to identify elements in Ût ⊗Q Ûs with their images in
Ût,s.
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• Û2. We choose S = A, and we take R to be the subalgebra R2 of K2 spanned (over
A) by the elements un, vn (see Section 1.1). The derivation ∂ is the unique A-linear
derivation such that ∂t = ∂s = 1, and Res = Res2. As S-basis of R we take the set
B = {un, vn}, indexed by the half-integers as follows:
rn = un for n ∈ Z and rn = v⌊n⌋ for n /∈ Z.
The completed ring in this case is R = K2.
Each of these choices determines a collection of objects that will be denoted by the cor-
responding subscript. For example, for the first example in the list we have the ideals I1(n)
and their completions Ī1(n), the central element C1, the enveloping algebra U1 with filtration
J1(n), the quotient at the critical level Û1, the bases B(ĝ1) and B(Û1), and so on. We use
similar notations for each of the other choices above.
3.4 Specialisation and expansion
Let (S,R) and (S′, R′) be two pairs as in the beginning of Section 3.1. Let φ : S −→ S′ be a
ring homomorphism and φ : R −→ R′ be a morphism of S-algebras, where R′ is considered
as an S-algebra via φ. If φ commutes with the derivation and residue maps of R,R′. In this
situation, we get an induced S-linear map of Lie algebras between ĝR and ĝR′ , and also a
morphism at the level of universal enveloping algebras. All these morphisms will be denoted
by φ. If, moreover, there exists ℓ > 0 such that φ(I(n)) ⊂ I ′(ℓn) for all n, then φ also induces
a map between the associated completions.
An example of this construction is the specialisation map Sp discussed in Section 1.1. In
particular, from the results of that section we immediately deduce that the specialisation map
induces an isomorphism
ĝ2/aĝ2 ≃ ĝ1.
We prove a similar result for the the enveloping algebra.
Lemma 3.7. For all n ∈ Z we have
a) Sp(un) = t
2n and Sp(vn) = t
2n+1;
b) for all x, y ∈ B(ĝ2) with x < y we have Sp(x) < Sp(y). In particular, the image of an
ordered monomial is an ordered monomial, and Sp(B(Û2)) = B(Û1);
c) Sp(Ĵ2(n)) = Ĵ1(2n) and Sp
−1(Ĵ1(2n)) = aÛ2 + Ĵ2(n).
In particular, Sp : Û2 −→ Û1 is well-defined and induces an isomorphism Û2/aÛ2 ≃ Û1. The
natural topology on Û1 coincides with the quotient topology induced by Sp.
Proof. Parts a) and b) are trivial. Part c) and the last statement follow from a), b) and the
description of elements of Û2, Û1 as series.
We now consider the case of the expansion map E : K2 −→ Kt × Ks. The map E
commutes with the residue and derivation maps. However, since E(R2) is not contained in
Rt,s, we cannot directly apply the observation at the beginning of this paragraph to obtain
a map from U2 to Ut,s as we did for the specialisation map. On the other hand, we can use
Remark 3.2 to directly construct a map E : Û2 −→ Ût,s. Indeed, one can easily check that
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E(I2(n)) is contained in Īt,s(n); since Rt,s and Ût,s are complete, this implies that E induces
maps
E : ĝ2 −→ ĝRt,s and E : Û2 −→ Ût,s.
By Lemma 1.2 the map at the level of Lie algebras is injective and has dense image. We now
study the induced map between the enveloping algebras at the critical level.
Lemma 3.8. For all n ∈ Z we have
a) E(un) ≡ (−a)
ntn + ansn mod Īt,s(n + 1), hence in particular for all e ∈ g we have
Jdeg(E(e un)) = Jdeg(e un) = n and lt(E(e un)) = e a
nsn;
b) E(vn) ≡ (−a)
n+1tn + ansn+1 mod Īt,s(n + 3/2), hence in particular for all e ∈ g we
have Jdeg(E(e vn)) = Jdeg(e vn) = n+
1
2 and lt(E(e vn)) = e (−a)
n+1tn;
c) E(yn) ≡ a
n+1sn mod Īt,s(n+ 1);
d) If x ∈ Û6m2 for some m, then deg(E(x)) = deg(x) and Jdeg(E(x)) = Jdeg(x).
Proof. The first three statements follow from a straightforward computation. We prove d).
Denote by r
(2)
n , respectively r
(t,s)
n , the bases of R2, respectively Rt,s, introduced in the previous
section. Combining parts a) and b) with Lemma 3.6 a) we obtain
lt
(
E(Jα1r(2)γ1 · · · J
αmr(2)γm)
)
= ±aNJα1r(t,s)γ1 · · · J
αmr(t,s)γm (3.5)
for an appropriate choice of sign and of exponent N . Writing elements of Û6m2 as series, this
formula implies the statement.
Notice that the map E extends to a map from Û2[a
−1] to Ût,s that we still denote by E. By
Lemma 3.5 c) we see that the subspace topology induced on Û2 by the inclusion Û2 ⊂ Û2[a
−1]
coincides with the natural topology of Û2.
Lemma 3.9. The map E : Û2[a
−1] −→ Ût,s is injective with dense image. More precisely:
a) for all n ∈ Γ we have E−1(Ĵt,s(n)) = Ĵ2(n)[a
−1] ;
b) for every non-decreasing sequence γ of elements of Γ of degree m, the map E induces
an isomorphism between Ĵ6m2 (γ)[a
−1]/Ĵ6m2 [γ][a
−1] and Ĵ6mt,s (γ)/Ĵ
6m
t,s [γ];





−1] has the topology induced from Ût,s through the map E.
Proof. Parts a) and b) of the previous lemma give the inclusion E(Ĵ2(n)[a
−1]) ⊂ Ĵt,s(n). Let
now x ∈ Û2[a
−1] and assume that E(x) ∈ Ĵt,s(n). Write x = y + j, where j ∈ Ĵ2(n)[a
−1]
and y is a finite Q-linear combination of elements z in B(Û2) with Jdeg(z) < n. If y 6= 0
then Jdeg(y) < n, hence we also have Jdeg(E(y)) < n by Lemma 3.8 d), and therefore
E(y) 6∈ Ĵt,s(n). Since E(x) and E(j) are in Ĵt,s(n) we get a contradiction. This proves a) and
implies that E is injective. It also shows that Û2[a
−1] has the induced topology, that is, part
d).
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To prove b), notice that the monomials x ∈ B(Û2) such that deg(x) = m and Jdeg(x) = γ
form aQ-basis of Ĵ6m2 (γ)[a
−1]/Ĵ6m2 [γ][a
−1], and an analogous statement holds for the quotient
Ĵ6mt,s (γ)/Ĵ
6m
t,s [γ]. By equation (3.5), if
x = Jα1r(2)γ1 · · · J
αmr(2)γm ∈ B(Û2)
is such a monomial, then











it sends a basis of the former to a basis of the latter.
We now prove c), which implies in particular that the image of E is dense. From a) we
have a natural injective map Û2[a
−1]/Ĵ2(n)[a
−1]→ Ût,s/Ĵt,s(n), so it suffices to show that this
map is surjective. Notice that any element of Ût,s/Ĵt,s(n) is the image of an element in Û
6m
2
for some m, so, arguing by induction on m, it is enough to prove that E induces a surjection
between Û6m2 [a
−1]/Ĵ6m2 (n)[a
−1] and Û6mt,s /Ĵ
6m
t,s (n) for all m. Assume by contradiction that
this does not hold. By Lemma 3.3 there exists a unique maximal non-decreasing sequence γ
of elements of Γ such that:
1. deg(γ) = m;
2. γ is less than or equal to n with respect to the reverse lexicographic order;




t,s (n) is not in the image
of the map Ē : Û6m2 [a
−1]/Ĵ6m2 (n)[a
−1] −→ Û6mt,s /Ĵ
6m
t,s (n) induced by E.
However, by b) there exists x ∈ Ĵ6m2 (γ) ⊂ Û
6m
2 [a
−1] such that E(x) ∈ y + Ĵ6mt,s [γ], which
contradicts the maximality of γ.
4 The centre of the enveloping algebra Û2
Our purpose in this section is to describe the centre of the enveloping algebra Û2. We denote
by Z2 the center of Û2, and by Z
6n
2 its intersection with Û
6n
2 . We use a similar notation for the
various enveloping algebras constructed in Section 3.3 We assume from now on that g = sl2,
even though some of our constructions make sense for a general semisimple Lie algebra g. We
fix a basis Jα of g and we denote by Jα the dual basis with respect to the Killing form.
4.1 The centre of Û1
We recall some results on the 1-variable case of our construction. Most of the following
material is taken from [6], to which we refer for further details. The original reference is [4].
Definition 4.1 (Normal ordered product). For m1,m2 ∈ Z we define
: (Jαtm1)(Jβtm2) :=
{
(Jαtm1)(Jβtm2) if m1 6 m2
(Jβtm2)(Jαtm1) if m1 > m2
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which is a well-defined element of Û1. The same formula may be used to define an element
S
(t)
k of Ût, and – replacing t by s – also an element S
(s)
k of Ûs.
Theorem 4.3 (see [6, Proposition 4.3.4]). The operators S
(1)
k are algebraically independent,




k ]k∈Z, where the completion
is taken with respect to the topology generated by the ideals (S
(1)
k | k > n).
The following result is the main technical ingredient in the proof of Theorem 4.3, and is
the content of the proof of [6, Proposition 4.3.4]. Notice that the submodules Ĵ1(n) are not
invariant under the natural action of ĝ1 on Û1. On the other hand, it is straightforward to see
that Ĵ1(n) is stable under the action of ĝ
+
1 for each n > 0. Therefore, the quotient Û1/Ĵ1(n)
inherits the structure of a ĝ+1 -module.
Lemma 4.4. The ring
Z1
Ĵ1(N) ∩ Z1
is a polynomial algebra over C generated by S
(1)






















where the associated graded rings are taken with respect to the PBW filtration of Section 3.2.
Remark 4.5. In particular, it follows from [6, Theorem 3.4.2] that Z611 is spanned by 1 and
Z621 is spanned by 1 and the operators S
(1)
k for k ∈ Z.




⊗C Q we obtain that a
similar statement also holds for the centers Zt, Zs (where C is replaced by Q everywhere).
In the following lemma we use the notation introduced in Definition 3.4.
Lemma 4.7. The one-variable Sugawara operators S
(1)
k satisfy the following congruences:







j−1 Jαtj mod Ĵ621 [t
j−1, tj]







j Jαtj mod Ĵ621 [t
j, tj ]






4.2 Normal ordered product for the case of two singularities
To simplify the notation we parametrise the bases un, vn and xn, yn of Section 1.1 in a
uniform way, as follows:
wm =
{
um, if m ∈ Z





xn, if n ∈ Z




With this notation we may now extend the definition of the normal ordered product to the
case of two singularities.







βwm2) if m1 6 m2
(Jβwm2)(J
αwm1) if m1 > m2
Since the elements {Jαwm}m,α are A-free, this definition extends A-linearly to the A-span of
{Jαwm}m,α. Every element of the form ewm for e ∈ g lies in this span, and one checks that
: (e1wm1)(e2wm2) :=
{
(e1wm1)(e2wm2) if m1 6 m2
(e2wm2)(e1wm1) if m1 > m2
for arbitrary e1, e2 ∈ g.
4.3 Properties of the Casimir element
In this section we collect some identities related to the Casimir element
∑
α J
α ⊗ Jα ∈ g⊗ g
that we will use often in what follows. Since the Casimir element does not depend on the




does not depend on this choice. Moreover, it also follows that
∑
α[J




α, e], Jα) = 0 for all e ∈ g. It is also easy to check that for all e ∈ g one has
∑
α
[Jα, [Jα, e]] = e and
∑
α
[Jα, e]⊗ Jα +
∑
α
Jα ⊗ [Jα, e] = 0.
The identities in the next lemma are easily proved from the definitions by rewriting yn as
aun + vn and applying the properties of the Casimir element just recalled.
Lemma 4.9. For all h, k ∈ Z and m,n ∈ 12Z we have:
• : (e1uh)(e2yk) :=
{
(e1uh)(e2yk) if h 6 k
(e2yk)(e1uh) if h > k







αwn)(Jαzm) if n 6 m
∑
α(Jαzm)(J
αwn) if n > m
Similarly one can prove the following relations in Û2.
Lemma 4.10. Let f, g be elements of K2. In Û2 we have
∑
α[J





























(2n + 1)δm,−1−n + a
2nδm,−n
)
4.4 Statement of the result and strategy of proof
In analogy with the Sugawara operators of Definition 4.2 we introduce the following variant
for the algebra Û2:
Definition 4.11. For k ∈ 12Z we denote by S
(2)








: Jαwn Jαz−n− 1
2
wk :
We will show that these operators are central:
Proposition 4.12. For every k ∈ 12Z the element S
(2)
k lies in the centre of Û2.
We postpone the proof of this result to Section 4.6 below. Having produced an abundance
of central elements, we will then show that the operators S
(2)
k do in fact (topologically)
generate the center of Û2. We will need the following definition:
Definition 4.13. Let A[Xk] be the polynomial algebra in infinitely many variables indexed
by k ∈ 12Z. We equip A[Xk] with the topology for which a basis of neighbourhoods of 0 is




∣ i > n
)
, and we let Â[Xk] be the corresponding completion.
Remark 4.14. The completion Â[Xk] can be described as follows: its elements are formal
power series f in A[[Xk]] with the property that, for all n ∈
1
2Z, evaluating f at Xm = 0 for
all m > n yields a polynomial.
Assuming Proposition 4.12, the elements S
(2)
k are central in Û2, so there is a ring morphism
φ : A[Xk] → Z2 sending Xk to S
(2)
k . The map φ is continuous, hence it extends to a map





2⌋). The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.15. The map φ : Â[Xk] → Z2 is an isomorphism. In particular, the operators
S
(2)
k are algebraically independent and topologically generate Z2.
Our strategy to prove Theorem 4.15 may be summarised as follows. We observe that both
Â[Xk] and Z2 have no a-torsion, hence are flat over A, so by Lemma 1.10 the map φ is an












are isomorphisms. In Lemma 4.16 we show that φ is an isomorphism; this follows easily
from Theorem 4.3. To prove the second isomorphism we will use the expansion map E :
Û2[a
−1] −→ Ût,s and the fact that Ût,s is a suitable completion of Ût ⊗ Ûs. We will then be
reduced to checking a statement concerning the center of two copies of the algebra Û1, which
we will again be able to reduce to the 1-variable case. This part of the proof will be carried
out in Section 4.8.
Lemma 4.16. The map φ : Â[Xk]/aÂ[Xk]→ Z2/aZ2 is an isomorphism.
Proof. Observe that upon specialising a to 0 the bases wn, zn of Equation (4.1) both become
Sp(wn) = Sp(zn) = t
2n+1. It follows that for each k ∈ 12Z the Sugawara operator S
(2)
k of
















which is the 1-variable Sugawara operator S
(1)
2k+1 of Definition 4.2. Now notice that we have















is an isomorphism by Theorem 4.3 (notice that Xk is sent to Sp(S
(2)
k ) = S
(1)
2k+1), hence all
intermediate maps are as well, and in particular φ is an isomorphism as claimed.
We denote by z the image of φ and, for N ∈ Z, we define z<N to be the image of
A[Xi : i < 2N ]. With a similar argument we also prove:
Lemma 4.17. The following hold:
a) z ∩ aÛ2 = z ∩ aZ2 = az;
b) for N ∈ N we have
(
z<N + (Ĵ2(N) ∩ Z2)
)
∩ aZ2 = a
(
z<N + (Ĵ2(N) ∩ Z2)
)
.
Proof. To prove a) notice that, if φ(x) = au for some u ∈ Û2, then u is central and Sp(φ(x)) =
0. Since by Theorem 4.3 the composition of the morphisms in (4.2) is an isomorphism, we
deduce that x = ay, and since Û2 is torsion-free we deduce that u = φ(y).
For b), let x = φ(y)+ j = au with y ∈ A[Xi : i < 2N ], j ∈ Ĵ2(N)∩Z2 and u ∈ aZ2. Then
Sp(x) = 0. Now notice that Sp(z<N ) and Sp(Ĵ2(N)) ⊂ Ĵ1(2N) have trivial intersection, hence
Sp(φ(y)) = Sp(j) = 0. As in the proof of a) this implies y = az with z ∈ A[Xi : i < 2N ], and
by part b) of Lemma 3.5 it also implies j = ah with h ∈ Ĵ2(N), proving the claim.
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4.5 Action of Drv2 on the Sugawara operators
We now collect some information about the action of the Lie algebra Drv2 on Sugawara
operators. The formulas we now derive will be necessary to prove Theorem 5.2, and will also
allow us to simplify some computations in the proof of the centrality of the operators S
(2)
k .
Recall from Section 3.1 that the Lie algebra Drv2 acts on U2 and Û2. In the next lemma we
explicitly compute the action of certain elements of Drv2 on Sugawara operators.
Lemma 4.18. The following hold for all k ∈ Z:
1. for all integers m we have
(um∂)S
(2)






k+m−1 + f1(k,m)δm+k,1 + f2(k,m)δm+k,2
for some elements f1(k,m), f2(k,m) of Q[a]. In addition, for m = 0 we have f1(k, 0) =





= (2k − 1)S
(2)
















































2m(m− 1)(m − 2) for all k,m (including m < 0). However, this would require
some additional computations, and the information provided by this lemma is enough for our
purposes. Moreover, one could obtain a complete description of the action of Drv2 on the
operators S
(2)
k as a consequence of Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 2.7.
Proof. The various cases require very similar computations, so we only give details for (1),
assuming in addition m > 1 (we will point out below what the differences are in the case
m 6 0). For the purposes of this proof we find it easier to let all sums run over integer values
of n. We therefore begin by rewriting the operators S
(2)
k (for k ∈ Z) so that each sum is













































(2(k − n− 1) + 1)um+(k−n−1) + (k − n− 1)aym+(k−n−1)−1
)
.
Replacing Jαvn+m−1 Jαyk−n−1 with J
αvn+m−1 (Jαvk−n−1 + Jαauk−n−1) and relabelling the



















(2k − 2n − 1)Jαun Jαum+(k−n−1).




















(k − n− 1)Jαvn Jαu(k−n−1)+m−1.
We now sum these two contributions, splitting each sum into a “main” (infinite) sum and a
finite “error” sum. More precisely, we include in the main term all products of a given shape












(2n − 2m+ 1)Jαun Jαuk+m−n−1.
Here the infinite series includes all products of the form (2n−2m+1)Jαun Jαuk+m−n−1 that
are in normal order: these are precisely those for which n 6 k+m−n−1, that is, 2n 6 k+m−1.





(2n − 2m+ 1)Jαun Jαuk+m−n−1: when m 6 0, this should be interpreted
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(2n − 2m+ 1)Jαun Jαuk+m−n−1. Similar comments
apply to all main and error terms. Taking into account these small differences, the rest of the
proof goes through unchanged also for m 6 0.
Notice that some error sums carry a negative sign: for example, we rewrite
∑
2n6k−1,α(2k−







so that again the first sum includes all products of the form (2k − 2n− 1)Jαun Jαum+k−n−1
that are in normal order.
Since (um∂)(I) consists of 5 sums, and (um∂)(II) consists of 4 sums, we thus obtain 9















We now consider (um∂)(III + IV ), which involves sums analogous to those appearing
in (um∂)(I + II), but with the index running over the complementary set, and with every
product ordered in the opposite way. Thus (um∂)(III + IV ) also contributes 9 main terms,
similar to those above, but indexed by the complementary set of integers n, and with the two
factors of each summand appearing in the opposite order. It follows that the main terms in
(um∂)S
(2)




: Jαvn Jαvm+k−n−2 : +2(k −m)
∑
n,α




: Jαvn Jαum+k−n−2 : +(k −m)a
∑
n,α








On the other hand, each error sum in (um∂)(III + IV ) has the opposite sign with respect
to the corresponding error sum in (um∂)(I + II): indeed, the terms missing on one side are
over-counted on the other, and vice-versa. Thus the 18 error terms come in pairs, with each
pair comprising two sums (over the same finite set of indices) that differ only for a sign and
for the ordering of the two factors in each summand. In other words, each pair of error sums
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combines to give a sum of commutators. Explicitly, one gets
∑
k+m−2<2n6k+2m−3,α
































(k − n− 1)[Jαun, Jαym+k−n−2]
(4.4)
To finish the proof, we notice that by the formulas in Lemma 4.10 each of the sums in Equation
(4.4) vanishes, unless the indices of the two functions involved sum to either 0 or −1. Thus,
in particular, we see that all the error terms vanish unless k +m = 1 or k +m = 2. In all
cases, even if k = 1 −m or k = 2 −m, each of the sums in (4.4) is a linear combination of










k+m−1 + f1(m,k)δm+k,1 + f2(m,k)δm+k,2,
where f1(m,k) and f2(m,k) are polynomials of degree at most 2 in a with rational coefficients.
For m = 0, one checks without difficulty that the error sums vanish for all values of k.
Finally, when m = 2 and k = −1, there is at most one value of n that contributes to each






2(−1)[Jαv−1, Jαv0] = −4
∑
α
[Jαv0, Jαv−1] = 6.
4.6 The operators S
(2)
k are central
In this section we prove Proposition 4.12, i.e., we show that all the operators S
(2)
k are central
in Û2. In order to do this we need a series of lemmas.
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Lemma 4.20. Let f, g, h ∈ K2, e ∈ g. Define

















[Jαf Jαg, eh] =
∑
α















































where we have used the properties of the Casimir element recalled at the beginning of Section
4.3.
We now study the function ω2 from Lemma 4.20 for the special values of f, g, h that are
involved in the operators S
(2)
k . It will be useful to employ the following notation:




















so that ω2(wn, z−n− 1
2




















so that ω2(z−n− 1
2










Lemma 4.22. For every n ∈ 12Z we have
An +A
′
n = Bn +B
′




y−1, if n ∈ Z




Proof. We show the identity for An+A
′
n, the case of Bn+B
′
n being virtually identical. Using
the properties of the Casimir element recalled in Section 4.3 and the fact that we can assume






























which is simply the opposite of the expression obtained from An by exchanging the two factors















[[Jα, e], Jα]wnumz−n− 1
2
wk − κ ([J






Now recall that for every e ∈ g, we have
∑
α κ ([J
α, e], Jα) = 0 and
∑
α [[J




n = −ewnumz−n− 1
2
wk;
the lemma now follows by remarking that wnz−n− 1
2
equals y−1 or v−1 according to whether
n is an integer of a half-integer.
Proof of Proposition 4.12. We claim that L := S
(2)
k commutes with all elements of the form
eum for m ∈ Z and e ∈ g. We begin by showing that this statement implies the proposition.
Since Û2 is topologically generated by g⊗R2, it clearly suffices to show that L also commutes
with evm for every m ∈ Z and every e ∈ g. By Lemma 4.18, the derivative ∂L is a linear
combination of 2-Sugawara operators, so by the claim we have [∂L, eum] = 0, as well as
[L, eum] = 0⇒ ∂[L, eum] = 0. The relation u
′
m = 2mvm−1 +maum−1 then gives
0 = ∂[L, eum] = [∂L, eum] + [L, eu
′
m] = ma[L, eum−1] + 2m[L, evm−1] = 2m[L, evm−1].
This implies [L, evm] = 0 for all m 6= −1. Finally, the Jacobi identity yields
0 = [L, [eu1, e
′v−2]] = [L, [e, e
′]v−1] + [L, κ(e, e
′)Res2(u
′
1v−2)C2] = [L, [e, e
′]v−1],
which shows that L also commutes with g⊗ v−1, hence that it is central.




[ : JαwnJαz−n− 1
2
wk : , eum]
vanishes for all m ∈ Z and e ∈ g. Here, and in what follows, the index n in the sums




, while for n, k ∈ Z we have z−n− 1
2


















Using Lemma 4.20 and the fact that ω1 is symmetric with respect to its first two arguments



















wk, wn, um, e).
(4.5)
Equation (1.3) implies that
∑
n ω1(wn, z−n− 1
2
wk, um) = 2wku
′
m, so the first summand in (4.5)
is −2wku
′
mC2e. We now compute the rest of the commutator,















n+m hold for every n ∈
1
2Z and m ∈ Z, the infinite



















Notice that here the sum should be interpreted using the same convention that is normally
























By Lemma 4.22, every summand appearing in (4.7) is either −ewkumy−1 or −ewkumv−1,
according to whether the index n is an integer or a half-integer. Hence it suffices to count
how many summands of each type there are: taking into account our convention for sums in
the case m < 0, the result is immediately found to be
−ewkum(my−1 +mv−1) = −ewku
′
m
Thus we see that (4.6) is equal to −ewku
′
m and (4.5) is equal to [L, eum] = e (−2C2−1)wku
′
m,
which as claimed vanishes at the critical level C2 = −
1
2 .
4.7 Expansion of the Sugawara operators
In this section we determine the first terms in the expansion of the operators S
(2)
k .
Lemma 4.23. The two-variables Sugawara operators S
(2)
k have the following expansions (with
notation as in Definition 3.4)
1. for k = 2j with j ∈ Z:
E(S
(2)





j−1 Jαsj mod Ĵ62t,s [s
j−1, sj] ;
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2. for k = 2j + 1 with j ∈ Z:
E(S
(2)





j mod Ĵ62t,s [t
j−1, tj ] ;




















j mod Ĵ62t,s [t
j , tj ] .
Proof. Lemma 3.8 gives the following expressions for the expansions of Jα un, J
α vn, J
α yn:
1. E(Jα un) ≡ J
α (−a)ntn + Jα ansn mod Ĵ61t,s [t
n];
2. E(Jα vn) ≡ J
α (−a)n+1tn + Jα ansn+1 mod Ĵ61t,s [s
n+1];
3. E(Jα yn) ≡ J
α an+1sn mod Ĵ61t,s [t
n].
Notice in particular that E(Jα un) ∈ Ĵ
61
s,t [t
n−1], E(Jα vn) ∈ Ĵ
61
t,s [s













































The four cases in the statement are treated similarly. We only give details for the third one,
as it is slightly more complicated. Let k = 2j + 12 with j ∈ Z. The condition 2n 6 k −
1
2
is equivalent to n 6 j. We claim that all summands in (4.8) belong to Ĵ62t,s [t
j−1, tj], with
the exception of those corresponding to n ∈ {j − 12 , j, j +
1
2}. Indeed, if n > j + 1 we know
that E(Jαwn) ∈ Ĵ
61
t,s [t










, lies in Ĵ62t,s [t
j−1, tj]. Similarly, if n 6 j − 1 then
k − n− 12 > j + 1, and therefore
E(Jαz−n− 1
2
wk) = E(Jαwk−n− 1
2
) ∈ Ĵ61t,s [t
j ],
and again by Lemma 3.6 part c) the corresponding summand belongs to Ĵ62t,s [t
j−1, tj]. The
remaining terms are:



























































































jtj−1 + J̄61t,s [t
j−1]
)(




The sum of these terms is congruent modulo Ĵ62t,s [t


























j−1Jαtj mod Ĵ62t,s [t
j−1, tj].
Definition 4.24. For k ∈ 12Z we let T
(2)









k , if k ∈ Z or k = 2j +
3













, if k = 2j + 12 for j ∈ Z.














) if k /∈ Z.
4.8 Proof of Theorem 4.15
In this section we prove that φa : Â[Xi][a
−1] −→ Z2[a
−1] is an isomorphism. Together with
Lemma 4.16 this completes the proof of Theorem 4.15. As already announced, to prove that
φa is an isomorphism we rely on the fact that we can leverage results on the 1-variable case of
our problem to get a good understanding of Zt,s. In particular, from the description of Zt, Zs
given in Lemma 4.4 and Remarks 4.5 and 4.6 we obtain the following characterisation of Zt,s.















n for n < 2N . Moreover, the image of Z
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Proof. We know from Section 3.3 that Ût⊗Q Ûs is a dense subalgebra of Ût,s, hence Zt⊗Zs is a
subalgebra of Zt,s. Moreover, the isomorphism of Equation (3.4) shows that the multiplication
map from the right hand side to the left hand side of (4.9) is injective. Now observe that
ĝ+t,s
∼= ĝ+t ⊕ ĝ
+


























where the last isomorphism is guaranteed by the remarks following Lemma 4.4. In addition,
all these isomorphisms are compatible with the PBW filtration, so the statement follows from
Lemma 4.4 and Remark 4.5.
Recall from Lemma 3.9 that the expansion map E : Û2[a
−1] −→ Ût,s is injective, and that
the topology on Û2[a
−1] and Û2 is the subspace topology induced by the topology on Ût,s
under the embedding given by E. To simplify the notation, we will identify Û2 and Û2[a
−1]
with subspaces of Ût,s, and we will omit the map E.
We also notice that the centre of Û2[a
−1] is equal to Z2[a
−1], and recall from Lemma
3.9 that Û2[a
−1] is dense in Ût,s, so that Z2[a
−1] ⊂ Zt,s. We now use Lemma 4.26 to get
information about Z2[a
−1].
We begin by comparing the elements T
(2)
n ∈ Z2[a










i , qn ∈ Q
such that
T (2)n ≡ S
(s)















if n ∈ Z, and
T (2)n ≡ S
(t)















if n = k+ 12 , k ∈ Z. In particular, for every ℓ 6 2N − 1 the matrix representing the change of










∣ n = ℓ, . . . , 2N − 12} is triangular with
diagonal coefficients equal to 1.
As a consequence of this lemma, for every N > 1 the elements T
(2)
n for n < 2N , together
with 1, form a basis of the Q-vector subspace of Zt,s/Ĵt,s(N) ∩ Zt,s generated by the images




i for i 6 2N − 1.
Proof. As already noticed, the element T
(2)
n is central in Ût,s, and it belongs to Û
62
t,s . It follows
from Lemma 4.26 that T
(2)










i for i > 2N − 1 vanish modulo Ĵt,s(N), we
may assume that P is of the form



















i ∈ Q and i0 ∈ Z.





distinct by Lemma 4.7, so they cannot cancel with each other. Thus the leading term of the
right hand side of (4.10) is equal to the leading term of one of its summands. On the other
hand, P ≡ T
(2)
n mod Ĵt,s(N), so its leading term may be computed modulo Ĵt,s(N) and is
equal to either the leading term of S
(s)




(if n ∈ 12Z \ Z), see
Remark 4.25. It follows that the corresponding operator must appear with coefficient 1 in






) is the first operator to appear
with nonzero coefficient.
Lemma 4.28. The closure of the Q-subalgebra Q[T
(2)
n ] in Ût,s is Zt,s, hence a fortiori the
closure of Q[T
(2)
n ] in Û2[a
−1] coincides with Z2[a
−1].
Proof. It suffices to show that, for all integers N > 1, the natural inclusion Q[T
(2)












This follows from Lemmas 4.26 and 4.27: the quotient
Zt,s
Ĵt,s(N)∩Zt,s
is a polynomial algebra











by the last statement
in Lemma 4.27.
Recall that we denote by z the image of the map φ of Theorem 4.15 and, for N ∈ Z, we
write z<N for the image via φ of A[Xi : i < 2N ].
Lemma 4.29. The following hold:
1) φ is injective and z is closed;
2) z[a−1] is a closed subset of Z2[a
−1].
Proof. Let N ∈ Z and let πN be the projection from z[a
−1] to Zt,s/Ĵt,s(N) ∩ Zt,s. We
prove that the restriction of πN ◦ φ to the algebra Q[Xi : i < 2N ] is injective. This is
equivalent to showing that the images of the operators S
(2)
i for i < 2N under the map πN




i only differ by a linear
change of variables, this is also equivalent to proving that the images of the operators T
(2)
i
for i < 2N under the map πN are algebraically independent. This last fact holds since,
by Lemma 4.27, a nontrivial polynomial relation among the T
(2)
n with n < 2N induces a




i , and, by Lemma 4.26, the
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for n < 2N .
Since Â[Xi] = A[Xi : i < 2N ] ⊕ I(2N), where I(2N) is the ideal generated by Xi for
i > 2N , we also deduce that the inverse image of Ĵt,s(N) through the map φ is the ideal
I(2N). This implies that φ is injective and that the topology on Â[Xi] is the same as that
induced by Û2 through the map φ. In particular, as Â[Xi] is complete, its image z is closed.
This proves 1).
In order to deduce from 1) that z[a−1] is closed in Z2[a
−1] it is enough to check that
(
z+ Ĵ2(N) ∩ Z2
)
∩ aZ2 = a
(
z+ Ĵ2(N) ∩ Z2
)
.
By the previous discussion we have z + Ĵ2(N) ∩ Z2 = z<N ⊕ Ĵ2(N) ∩ Z2, hence the claim
follows from Lemma 4.17.
The following proposition completes the proof of Theorem 4.15.
Proposition 4.30. The map φa : Â[Xi][a
−1] −→ Z2[a
−1] is an isomorphism.
Proof. We have already proved that φ is injective. As Z2 has no a-torsion, it immediately
follows that φa is injective.
We now prove surjectivity. The image of φa is the space z[a
−1], which is closed in Z2[a
−1]
by the previous lemma. It remains to prove that z[a−1] is dense in Z2[a
−1]; we do this by
showing that it is dense in Zt,s. Equivalently, we need to prove that for all natural N we have
z[a−1] + Ĵt,s(N) ∩ Zt,s = Zt,s. As in the previous lemma we have
z[a−1] + Ĵt,s(N) ∩ Zt,s = z<N [a
−1] + Ĵt,s(N) ∩ Zt,s = Q[T
(2)
i : i < N ] + Ĵt,s(N) ∩ Zt,s :
the desired equality of this space with Zt,s now follows from Lemma 4.28.
5 A Feigin-Frenkel theorem with two singularities
In this section we give a version in our context of a well-known theorem of Feigin and Frenkel
on the center of the enveloping algebra at the critical level [4]. We begin by recalling their
result.




of topological C-algebras that is compatible with the action of derivations on both sides and
satisfies F1(cn) = 2S
(1)
−n−1.
The theorem generalizes to the case of Zt and Zs in the obvious way. The morphisms Ft
and Fs, together with their inverses, induce a continuous isomorphism Ft⊗Fs : Funct(Op
∗
t )⊗Q
Funct(Op∗s) −→ Zt ⊗Q Zs, where Funct(Op
∗
t ) ⊗Q Funct(Op
∗
s) is given the tensor product
topology (see Section 2.2). By Lemma 4.26 Zt⊗QZs is dense in Zt,s, and similarly, as noticed
in Section 2.2, the space Funct(Op∗t ) ⊗Q Funct(Op
∗
s) is dense in Funct(Op
∗
t,s). Moreover, in
both cases the subspace topology coincides with the tensor product topology. It follows that
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the isomorphism obtained in this way. We are now in a position to describe the center Z2 of
Û2 in terms of functions on Op
∗
2. Recall from section 2.2.1 that αn, βn are the coordinates of
an oper with respect to the topological basis un, yn.
Theorem 5.2. There exists a unique isomorphism F2 : Funct(Op
∗
2) −→ Z2 of topological

























Moreover, F2 is Drv2-equivariant, and for all n ∈ Z we have
F2(βn) = 2S
(2)
−1−n and F2(αn) = 2S
(2)
−n−1/2. (5.2)
5.1 Proof of Theorem 5.2




s) for the composition F
−1
t,s ◦E and Ψ : Funct(Op
∗
2) −→
Zt,s for the composition Ft,s ◦ E . We begin by showing that the existence and continuity of a










Indeed, if these formulas hold, then Φ(A[S
(2)
k : k ∈
1
2Z]) is contained in the image of E . Since





the map E , and Funct(Op∗2) is complete, the image of E is closed. It then follows from the
continuity of Φ that its image is contained in that of E . In particular, as E is injective (see
Section 2.2), there exists a continuous map H : Z2 −→ Funct(Op
∗
2) such that E ◦ H = Φ.
Similar considerations apply to the map Ψ. Indeed, if equations (5.3) hold, then we also have
Ψ(β−1−n) = 2E(S
(2)
n ) and Ψ(α−n) = 2E(S
(2)
n−1/2). Arguing as above, we can construct a
continuous map F2 of A-algebras such that E ◦F2 = Ψ, and by continuity we obtain that F2
and H are inverse to each other.
The commutativity of the second diagram in (5.1) follows from equations (5.2), from
Sp(S
(2)
k ) = S
(1)
2k for all k ∈
1
2Z, from Sp(αn) = c2n+1 and Sp(βn) = c2n, and from F1(cn) =
2S
(2)
−1−n. Indeed, from these formulas we obtain that the maps Sp ◦F2 and F1 ◦ Sp coincide
on the elements αn, βn, and by continuity we get Sp ◦F2 = F1 ◦ Sp. Finally, the uniqueness
of F2 and its Drv2-equivariance follow from the injectivity of E, from the commutativity of
the first diagram in (5.1), and from the Drv2-equivariance of Ψ and E.
To prove that the equalities in (5.3) hold we use the Drv2-equivariance of E and Φ. For
the sake of simplicity, we consider the map E as an inclusion and omit it from the notation.
For every integer n we set
α̃n = 2Φ(S
(2)




Since Φ is Drv2-equivariant, Lemma 4.18 gives significant information on the action of Drv2
on the functions α̃n, β̃n. Our strategy is now to show that this action is sufficiently similar to
the action of Drv2 on αn, βn (described by Lemma 2.7) to force αn = α̃n and βn = β̃n.
By Lemma 4.18, we have in particular
s∂α̃−1 = 2Φ(s∂S
(2)
1/2) = 0, (5.4)
Moreover, E(S
(2)
1/2) is in Z
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t,s , so by Lemma 4.26 it must be an (in general infinite) linear




n , possibly with a constant term. Since the maps
F−1t and F
−1




i and αi, βi are linear, we get











qiβi + r (5.5)
for some M,N ∈ Z and pi, qi, r ∈ Q. We start by showing that conditions (5.4) and (5.5)
almost completely determine the element α̃−1.








with pn, qn ∈ Q, p−2 = 1 and s∂f = 0. Moreover, the solutions of the equation s∂g = 0 with




s) form a Q-vector space with basis 1, α−1, f .










form a 1-dimensional vector space (over Q). To avoid ambiguity in the series representation
of g, we may assume that M is either −∞ (if no term αi has a nonzero coefficient) or is such
that pM 6= 0 (respectively, N is either −∞ or such that qN 6= 0). Notice in particular that
M 6= −1 since p−1 = 0 by assumption. By Lemma 2.7, the coefficients of βn and αn+1 in s∂g
are given respectively by
(n+ 1)apn − (2n + 3)qn and − (n+ 1)a
2pn + (n+ 1)aqn − 2(n + 2)pn+1. (5.7)
Let now g be a nonzero solution of (5.6), so that these two quantities vanish for every n. We
now prove that we haveM = N 6 −2. Suppose by contradiction that N > M holds: then the
coefficient of βN in s∂g is−(2N+3)qN , which cannot vanish since qN 6= 0. Conversely, suppose
that M > N . By the formulas above, the coefficient of αM+1 in s∂g is then −(M + 1)a
2pM ,
which again cannot vanish (recall that M 6= −1 by our convention), contradiction. Hence we
must have N =M 6= −1. Finally, suppose that N =M is strictly greater than −1: then the
vanishing of the expressions (5.7) for n =M yields pM = qM = 0, again a contradiction.
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for all integers n. In particular, the value of p−2 determines pn and qn for all n 6 −2, which
shows that the space of solutions to (5.6) has dimension at most 1. On the other hand, setting
p−2 = 1 and pn = qn = 0 for n > −2, and solving (5.8) recursively, we get the coefficients of
a series f that lies in 〈αi, βi〉Q and solves (5.6), hence the space of solutions to this system
has dimension exactly 1. Combined with our previous remarks, this concludes the proof of
the lemma.
As a consequence of the above lemma, we get that α̃−1 = pα−1+qf+r for some p, q, r ∈ Q.
Our next goal is to show that the relations of Lemma 4.18 force q = r = 0. We will need
to know explicitly the first few terms in the series expansion of the element f . Using the
recursion obtained in the proof of Lemma 5.3 we get


















α−5 + · · · (5.9)
Lemma 5.4. Writing α̃−1 = pα−1 + qf + r as above, we have β̃i = pβi for i = −2,−1, 0 and
α̃0 = pα0.
Proof. We compute β̃−1, β̃−2, β̃0 and α̃0 in terms of α̃−1 using the following relations, which
follow from Lemma (4.18) arguing as for formula (5.4):
β̃−1 = ∂α̃−1, ∂(u2∂)β̃−1 = −12β̃−2 − 2a
2β̃−1,
(u−1∂)β̃−2 = 2(2α̃0 + aβ̃0), u1∂(2α̃0 + aβ̃0) = −6β̃−1 − 2a
2β̃0.
(5.10)
Using Lemma 2.7 and the explicit expression of f given by (5.9) we deduce first that β̃−1
is a series in β−1, α−1, β−2, . . . without constant term, and then that β̃−2 is a series in
β−2, α−2, β−3, . . . whose first terms are as follows:
β̃−2 = (p+ qa









α−4 + · · ·
From this we easily obtain that Y := (u−1∂)β̃−2 is a series without constant term whose first
terms are
Y = (2ap + 2a3q)β0 + (4p + 2a
2q)α0 + · · ·
Finally, from this we deduce that Z := 12(u1∂)Y is a series in β0, α0, β−1, α−1, β−2, . . . without
constant term and with coefficient of α0 equal to −2a















it follows that α̃0 and β̃0 have no constant term and that the coefficient of α0 in β̃0 is equal
to aq. Finally, from Lemma 4.18 we also have
v1∂β̃0 = 2aα̃0 − 5β̃−1. (5.11)
From the explicit expressions of Lemma 2.7 we see that v1∂(βi) never involves any constant
terms, while v1∂(αi) has a nonzero constant term (equal to 3) only for i = 0. Since the right
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hand side of (5.11) has no constant term, this equation implies 3aq = 0, that is, q = 0. From
Lemma 2.7 and equations (5.10) it is now easy to obtain β̃i = pβi for i = −2,−1, 0 and
α̃0 = pα0 as claimed.
Lemma 5.5. We have β̃i = βi and α̃i = αi for all integers i.
Proof. Let p be as in the statement of Lemma 5.4. We begin by proving that the equalities
β̃i = pβi and α̃i = pαi hold for all integers i. From Lemma 4.18 we have
∂(um+1∂)β̃−1 = −(m+ 1)
(




for all integers m, and analogous equations hold for the functions βn by Lemma 2.7. Using
these relations for m > 0 and arguing by decreasing induction, starting with n = −1 (notice
that β̃−1 = pβ−1 holds by the previous lemma), we get β̃n = pβn for all n < 0. Consider now
the following relation, which follows again from Lemma 4.18:
∂(2α̃0 + aβ̃0) = −2β̃0 − a
2β̃1 .
Lemma 2.7 implies that the analogous relation holds for the functions α0, β0, β1. Using Lemma
5.4, from the comparison of these formulas we obtain β̃1 = pβ1. Using equation (5.12) again,
and arguing by induction (starting with n = 1), we now get β̃n = pβn for all n. Finally, from
∂β̃i = −(i+ 1)(2α̃i+1 + aβ̃i+1) and the analogous relations for the functions αi, βi we obtain
α̃i = pαi for all i 6= 0. The only remaining equality α̃0 = pα0 is part of the previous lemma.
It remains only to show that p = 1. In order to do this, we apply the operator u2∂ to the
functions β̃0 and β0. By Lemmas 4.18 and 2.7 we have
u2∂β0 = −6α−1 − 3aβ−1 + 12 and u2∂β̃0 = −6α̃−1 − 3aβ̃−1 + 12.
As we have β̃0 = pβ0, α̃−1 = pα−1, and β̃−1 = pβ−1, these equations immediately imply p = 1
as desired.
This completes the proof of the relations (5.3), hence of Theorem 5.2.
6 Weyl modules and their endomorphism rings
We start by recalling the definition of the Weyl modules for the affine Lie algebra ĝ1. Let λ
be a dominant integral weight and let V λ be the corresponding irreducible representation of





where ĝ+1 acts on V
λ as follows:




Note that Vλ1 has a natural structure of Û1-module. Frenkel and Gaitsgory described the
endomorphism ring of this module in [13]. Let now V λQ = Q⊗C V
λ. We can define a Q-linear
action of ĝ+t on V
λ
Q as in Equation (6.1), and the induction of this representation from ĝ
+
t to
ĝt yields a ĝt-module that we denote by V
λ
t . We similarly construct the ĝs-module V
λ
s . We
remark that these representations are obtained from Vλ1 by tensoring with Q, and that the
action of Ut (respectively Us) induces an action of Ût (respectively Ûs).
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where the isomorphism F1 : Funct(Op
∗
1) → Z1 is that of Theorem 5.1, ρ is the natural
restriction of functions from Op∗1 to its subscheme Op
λ
1 , and ω1 is the natural map induced
by the action of Û1 on V
λ
1 . An analogous statement holds for V
λ
t and for V
λ
s .
We now construct the Weyl modules for the algebra ĝ2.
Definition 6.2. Let λ, µ be dominant integral weights and write V λA = V
λ ⊗C A, V
µ
A =

























A . This implies that for every u⊗v ∈ V
λ,µ
2 there
exists m ∈ N such that I2(m)⊗ g acts trivially on u⊗ v, hence V
λ,µ
2 has a natural structure
of U2-module. As C2 acts as −
1
2 , this also induces a structure of Û2-module.





Moreover, for each w ∈ Vλt ⊗Q V
µ
s there exists n ∈ N such that Jt(n)⊗Us and Ut ⊗ Js(n) act
trivially on w. In particular this shows that the action of Ut ⊗Us ⊂ Ut,s is continuous, hence
it determines an action of Ût,s (and of its subalgebra Û2[a
−1]) on Vλt ⊗Q V
µ
s . Similarly, the
action of Û2 on V
λ,µ




we can define an action of Ût ⊗ Ûs on V
λ,µ
2 [a
−1] through the natural map Ût ⊗ Ûs −→ Ût,s.








(V λ ⊗C V
µ);
2. Vλ,µ2 [a
−1] ∼= Vλt ⊗Q V
µ
s .
Proof. For 1), one has V λA/aV
λ
A
∼= V λA ⊗A C
∼= V λ, and similarly for V
µ
A . Moreover, we have






















∼= (U2 ⊗A C)⊗UA(ĝ+2 )⊗C
(




∼= U1 ⊗UC(ĝ+1 )





(V λ ⊗C V
µ).
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To prove 2) notice that, by the discussion before the lemma, ĝ2[a
−1] acts on Vλt ⊗QV
µ
s and
ĝt × ĝs acts on V
λ,µ
2 [a
−1]. Hence, by the definition of Weyl modules as induced modules, to
define a morphism between these modules Vλ,µ2 [a
−1] and Vλt ⊗QV
µ
s , and conversely, it is enough
to define a ĝ+2 [a
−1]-equivariant morphism from V λA ⊗A V
µ
A [a
−1] to Vλt ⊗QV
µ










−1]. Since V λA ⊗A V
µ
A [a
−1] ≃ V λQ ⊗Q V
µ
Q these
morphisms are easily constructed, and their composition is the identity.
Generalising Theorem 6.1 we now prove:














where the isomorphism F2 : Funct(Op
∗
2) → Z2 is that of Theorem 5.2, ρ is the natural
restriction of functions from Op∗2 to its subscheme Op
λ,µ
2 , and ω2 is the natural map induced
by the action of Û2 on V
λ,µ
2 .





factors through the quotient Funct(Opλ,µ2 ) of Funct(Op
∗
2). Since every module we consider
has no a-torsion, it suffices to prove this after inverting a. By Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 6.3










































To justify the existence of the isomorphism in the bottom row, we notice that the image
of ĝ2 in ĝt,s is dense. Thus, if a continuous endomorphism commutes with ĝ2, then it also
















s ), because the
modules Vλ,µ2 ,V
λ
t , and V
λ
s are all finitely generated. The existence of the desired isomorphism
then follows from the second part of Lemma 6.3.
Now notice that, by Theorem 6.1, the composition of the morphisms appearing in the first
column of the diagram factors through Funct(Opλt )⊗Q Funct(Op
µ









. By Lemma 2.4 2), this implies that the





We claim that the diagram above then induces the following commutative diagram, where
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Indeed, we have just discussed the existence of the morphisms in the first column; the ex-
istence of those in the second column follows from this and the definition of Opλ,µ2 . By the
remarks at the beginning of the proof, the previous diagram implies that there exists a map
G2 : Funct(Op
λ,µ
2 ) −→ Endĝ2(V
λ,µ
2 ) such that Ψ = G2 ◦ ρ and whose localisation G2,a is an
isomorphism. By Lemma 1.10, to finish the proof of the theorem it is enough to show that



















and prove that φ is injective, which implies the desired injectivity of G2. The action of ĝ2
on the quotient V = Vλ,µ2 /aV
λ,µ
2 factors through the specialisation map Sp : ĝ2 → ĝ1, and
Endĝ2(V) = Endĝ1(V). By the commutativity of the second diagram in Theorem 5.2, this is
compatible with the specialisation map among coordinate rings induced by the isomorphism
Op∗2 |a=0 ≃ Op
∗
1. This shows in particular that ω1 ◦ F1 factors through φ, where we consider
Opλ,µ2 |a=0 as a subscheme of Op
∗












































































is injective, where the last equality follows from the well-known decomposition of the tensor
product of two sl2-modules. It is enough to prove that the composition of this morphism with
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, and let ψξ := πξ ◦ψ. By construction and Theorem
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